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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

.............................

)
)
)

DAVID D.,SMITH,
PlaintiffslAppellant,

1
)
)
)

-vs-

SUPREME COURT NO. 35851-2008

WASHINGTON COUNTY IDAHO and its
1
Commissioners, Rick Michael, Roy Mink and
)
Mike Hopkins, all acting in their capacity as
)
Commissioners of Washington County, Idaho. 1
)
DefendantsIRespondents.
1

RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Washington.

................................
Honorabie Stephen W. Drescher

Delton L. Walker
WASHINGTON CO. PROSECUTING ATTORMW
232 E. Main Street
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Case: CV-2008-0001316 Current Judge: Stephen W Drescher

User: ELERICK

David D Smith vs, Washington County ldaho
David D Smith vs. Washington County ldaho

Other Claims
Date

Judge
New Case Filed - Other Claims

Stephen W Drescher

Filing: A1 - Civil Complaint, More Than $1000 No Prior Appearance Paid Stephen W Drescher
by: R Brad Masingill Receipt number: 0010098 Dated: 2/29/2008 Amount:
$88.00 (Cashiers Check) For: [NONE]
Plaintiff: Smith, David D Appearance R Brad Masingill

Stephen W Drescher

Complaint for Mandamus Relief and Other Relief

Stephen W Drescher
Stephen W Drescher

Summons Filed
Acceptance of Service (Kroll)
Defendant: Washington County Idaho Appearance Charles R Kroll

Stephen W Drescher
Stephen W Drescher

Answer to Complaint for Mandamus Relief and Affirmative Defenses
(Kroll)

Stephen W Drescher

Motion for Order Requiring the County to immediately Grant Building
Permit

Stephen W Drescher

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Order Requiring the County to
lmmediately Grant Building Permit (Masingill)

Stephen W Drescher

Notice of Hearing on Motion for Order Requiring the County to lmmediately Stephen W Drescher
Grant Building Permit
AMENDED Notice of hearing on Motion for Order Requiring the County to Stephen W Drescher
Immediately Grant Building Permit
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/14/2008 01:41 PM) PI Mtn for Order
Requiring County to lmmediately Grant Building Permit

Stephen W Drescher

Affidavit of David D Smith in Support of Motion for Order Requiring the
County to Immediately Grant Building Permit

Stephen W Drescher

Objection to Motion Requiring County to lmmediately Grant Building Permit Stephen W Drescher
and Motion to Dismiss (Kroll)
Affidavit of Chad Brock Building Official for Washington County (Kroll)
Hearing result for Motion held on 04/14/2008 01:41 PM: District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Denece Graham
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: PI Mtn for Order
Requiring County to Immediately Grant Building Permit

Stephen W Drescher
Stephen W Drescher

Stephen W Drescher
Order Directing the Washington County Commissioners to Enter it's
Decision on Plaintiff3 Application for Building Permit (14 days to issue final
decision on the application for building permit which shall then be subject to
judicial review) Copes to: Masingill/Kroll
Civii Disposition entered for: Washington County Idaho, Defendant; Smith, Stephen W Drescher
David D, Plaintiff.
order date: 411612008
Stephen W Drescher
Findings of Fact, Conclusions and Order from the Board of County
Commissioners as ordered on April 16,2008
Copies of the above Findings of Fact were hand-delivered to:
Kroll/Masingill

Stephen W Drescher

STATUS CHANGED: Closed

Stephen W Drescher

STATUS CHANGED: Reopened

Stephen W Drescher
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Case: CV-2008-0001316 Current Judge Stephen W Drescher

Dav~dD Smith vs. Washington County ldaho
Davld D Sm~thvs Wash~ngtonCounty ldaho

Other Claims
Judge

Date

Notice of Hearing on Motion for Order Requiring the County to lmmediately Stephen W Drescher
Grant Building Permit
Stephen W Drescher
Wearing Scheduled (Motion 05/27/2008 01:40 PM) PI Mtn for Order
Requiring the County to lmmediately Grant Building Permit
Stephen W Drescher
Received AMENDED Findings of Fact, Conclusions and Order from the
Board of County Commissioners
Stephen W Drescher
Copies of the above Amended Findings of Fact to: KrolilMasingill
Second Motion for Order Requiring the County to Immediately Grant
Building Permit (Masingill)

Stephen W Drescher

Stephen W Drescher
Supplemental Affidavit of David D Smith in Support of Motion for order
Requiring the County to lmmediately Grant Building Permit
Memorandum in Response to Findings of Fact and Conclusions and Order Stephen W Drescher
and in Support of Mandamus (Masingill)
Stephen W Drescher
Filing: R2 - Appeals And Transfers For Judicial Review To The District
Court Paid by: Masingill, R Brad (attorney for Smith, David D) Receipt
number: 0011444 Dated: 6/72/2008 Amount: $.00 (Cash) For: Smith,
David D (plaintiff)
Stephen W Drescher
Appeal Filed In District Court
Hearing result for Motion held on 05/27/2008 01:40 PM: District Court
Wearing Held
Court Reporter: Denece Graham
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: PI Mtn for Order
Requiring the County to lmmediately Grant Building Permit

Stephen W Drescher

Stephen W Drescher
Order and Scheduling Order Copies to:
KrolllMasingill/AppealsClerk (Mtn deemed an Appeal: Respondent's Brief
due in 28 days from today; Reply brief due 21 days after service
Appeal noted as of 5/23/2008 as directed by the Court's Order of 5/30/2008 Stephen W Drescher
Stephen W Drescher
Defendant's Brief (Kroll)
Reporter's Transcript of Proceeding of May 27,2008

Stephen W Drescher

Memorandum in Response to Findings of Fact and Conclusions and Order Stephen W Drescher
and in Support of Mandumus (Masingill)
Stephen W Drescher
Stipulation Re No Oral Argument
(MasingillIOsborn)
Memorandum Decision and Order (decision of Bd of Cnty Commissioners Stephen W Drescher
to deny building permit and the variance are reversed and matter remanded
for entry of a permit andlor variance) Copies to: Masingill/Kroll/Appeals
Clerk
Civil Disposition entered for: Washington County Idaho, Defendant; Smith, Stephen W Drescher
David D, Plaintiff. Filing date: 9/5/2008
Stephen W Drescher
STATUS CHANGED: Closed
Reopen (case Previously Closed)

Stephen W Drescher

Motion to Reconsider (Kroll/Osborn)
Motion for Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs (Masingill)

Stephen W Drescher
Stephen W Drescher

Affidavit of R Brad Masingill in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for entry of an
Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs

Stephen W Drescher

00613003
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David D Srn~thvs. Wash~ngtonCounty ldaho
David D Srnrih vs. Washington County ldaho

User: ELERlGK

Other Claims
Date

Judge
Affidavit of Counsel RE: Costs (Masingill)

Stephen W Drescher

Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs Stephen W Drescher
Objection to Motion for Fees and Costs (Kroll)
Amended Affidavit of Counsel Re: Costs (Masingill)

Stephen W Drescher
Stephen W Drescher

Notice of Hearing on Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs (Masingill)

Stephen W Drescher
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs 1012712008 01:30 Stephen W Drescher
PM)
Notice of Hearing on Defendant's Motion to Reconsider Order Dated
Stephen W Drescher
September 5, 2008 (Kroll)
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 1012712008 01 :42 PM) Defs Mtn to
Reconsider Order of 9/5/08

Stephen W Drescher

Affidavit of Tim Helfrich RE: Attorney Fees and Costs

Stephen W Drescher

Objection to Motion to Reconsider (Masingill)
Hearing result for Motion for Attorney fees and Costs held on 1012712008
01 :42 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Denece Graham
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated:

Stephen W Drescher
Stephen W Drescher

Motion Denied - Motn for Attorney fees and costs

Stephen W Drescher

Hearing result for Motion held on 1012712008 01:42 PM: District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Denece Graham
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Defs Mtn to
Reconsider Order of 9/5/08

Stephen W Drescher

-

Motion Denied Defs Mtn to Reconsider order of 9/5/08

Stephen W Drescher

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Stephen W Drescher

Notice of Appeal

Stephen W Drescher

Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court ($86.00 for the Supreme
Court to be receipted via Misc. Payments. The $15.00 County District
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: Masingill, R Brad (attorney for
Smith, David D) Receipt number: 0013624 Dated: 1111312008 Amount:
$15.00 (Check) For: Smith, David D (plaintiff)

Stephen W Drescher

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 13626 Dated 1111312008 for 100.00)
(Estimated cost of Clerk's Record)

Stephen W Drescher

Received from Supreme Court: Clerk's Certficate Filed (Docket #35851)

Stephen W Drescher

Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal (until further notice from Supreme Stephen W Drescher
Court)
Received Clerk's RecordIReporter's Transcript Suspended (to 12111/08 for Stephen W Drescher
response to conditional Dismissal)
Reporter's Transcript of Proceeding of October 27,2008

Stephen W Drescher

Order Suspending Appellate Proceedings (pending written order)

Stephen W Drescher

Final Order (On County's Mtn to Reconsider and PI Mtn for Attorney Fees - Stephen W Drescher
Denied)
Copies to: MasingilllKroll
Stephen W Drescher
Order Suspending Appeal (pending filing of the Notice of Appeal in
proper form within 14 days of the Order date)

880004
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David D Smith vs. Washington County Idaho
David D Smith vs. Washington County ldaho

Other Claims
Judge

Date
311012009
311312009

Amended Notice of Appeal (Masingill)
Certificate of Service by Mailing (Masingill)

3/24/2009

Appeal Record Due: April 21,2009 - to the Mtys IMay 26,2009
Supreme Court

Stephen W Drescher
Stephen W Drescher

- to the

Stephen W Drescher

W. B

MASmCILL
Aaorney at Law
27 West Commercial Street
P.O. Box 467
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Telephone # 1 (208) 414-0665
Fax # 1 (208) 414-0490
bmash~@hotmailcom

IN WXE DISTRICT C O m T OF THE T
AND FOR

JUDICIAL DISTRICT I N

CO?JI?mY OF WASHBCNGTON

DAVID I). SMITH,
)
)
)
VS.
)
)
W A S m G T O N COUNTY, IDAHO and its
)
Commissioners, Rick Michael, Roy Mink, and )
Mike H o p b s , all acting in their capacity as
)
Commissioners of Washington County, Idaho, )

Case NO.:

c v A BBS- o / J / ~

PlahW,

C O m L N N T FOR MANDAMUS
RELIEF AND OTHER RELIEF

Defendants.

COMES NOW, the above-named Plaintiff; David D. Smith, by and through his attorney
of record, R. Brad Masingill, of Weiser, Idaho and hereby complains and alleges against the
above-named Defendants as follows:

-

Complaint 1
Stephen W.

1.
That the above-nmed P l h m ( h e r e s e t sometimes referred to as "David") is a
resident of Wm&gton County, Idaho. PlaintB owas real property in Washingon County,
Idaho lying just outside of the City of Midvale. This controversy involves that real property.

DI,
That the above named D e f a b t ( s ) (hereinafter refmed to as "Washin@onCounty"),is

a County governed by its Commissioners, who are natned in the caption of this Complaint in
their capacity as duly elected County Codssioners. The principal place of business of the
Defendant, is, of course, in Washington County, Idaho.

In*
That the Plaintiff is the record holder of title to the following described real property,
situate in the County of Washington, State of Idaho, to wit:

Township 13 North, Range 3 West of the Boise Meridian, Washington County, Idaho:
Section 35: NW?/&E%and SW%NE%

-

Complaint 2

Facts and Proceedings:
In 2006, Plaintiff, a retired U. S. Air Force Colonel, purchased the aforementioned real
property, intending to construct a residence thereon. A copy of the deed evidencing the purchase
is attached hereto as Exhibit A, and incorporated herein as though set forth herein in full and at
length. Plaintiff reviewed the Washington County code to determine the proper avenue for
construction of his driveway, barn, and residence. In the fall of 2006 he built the driveway and
barn.

The driveway is fully in compliance with the width, turn-outs,and grade required by the

Washington County code. The driveway is shown as follows:

-

Complaint 3

000008

After the driveway and barn had been constructed, Plaintiff applied for his building
penmit to construct the residence. The residence is intended to be an "earth shelter" which is
partially, at least, covered with earth. Instead of giving Plaintiff the building pennit so he could
build his residence, the County required him to go before the Washington County Planning and
Zoning Commission (h-

the P & Z).

The P & Z advised Plaintiff that the County has

an unwritten policy to require a residential owner to get penmission from the local fire district in
order to grant a building permit. The P & Z advised that the Midvale Fire District (hereMer
District) had refimd to give its acceptance to the buildmg permit because the driveway was not
20 feet wide, and that Plaintiff needed to go to a meeting with Midvale Fire District and see what
needed to be done to obtain the Districts approval. Plaintiff went to the Midvale Fire District,
which is composed of a three person board. The District interpreted their mandate to require a
driveway to be 20 feet in width instead of 16 feet. Sixteen feet in width is the requirement of all
the other fire dkhicts in the County of Washington, specifically the Weiser Fire District and the
Cambridge Fire District. The District failed to budge and Plaintiff went back to the County, this
time to the Defendants. The Defendants have failed to make a decision and grant the building
permit, despite having held at least 2 hearings or meetings on the subject. Plaintiff, of course,
still has no building penmit and no residence in which to live. The failure to make a decision is

tantamount to a denial.

-

Complaint 4

(600009

V*
ly February, 2007, denied the PlaiatS a

Tbal Wasbglon County has, since

b u i l h g p e d 6 despite the fact the P l & ~ Bhas comphed with d
l the la*lb

passed and

codified req~ementsof W s h @ o n Comv. In doing so, Washington County has failed to
cornply with its own rules m d its o m code and thus P l ~ W h a been
s without a building
and without a residence. The failure of the County to follow its own code and its fdure to make

a decision on the PilaintiFs bujlding permit request bas deprived Plaintiff of the use and
enjoyment of his o m property.

VI.
That the District has no right to control the actions of the County and the County has no
right to abdicate its role to m

e the County of Wasbinston. Furthermore, the supposed

authority of the District to set arbitrary widths of dsiveways comes .from the International Fire
Code, which has not been adopted by the County.

W.
That PlaintifY demands that an alternative Writ of M a n h u s be issued forcing the
County of W w b g t o n to issue PlaintifT a building pennit.

-

Complaint 5

P l ~ demands
~ E a trial and judment for an alternative writ of maadate p m s u t to

JRCP 74(d).

P l h ~ f has
F been required to hire an attorney to represent it in this cause of a d o % and is
entitled to attorney fees and costs, pursuant to Idaho Code 12-120, Idaho Code 12-11'7, or
Idaho Code 12-121 and JRCP 54, together with all costs of this suit.

mmFOm, Plaintiff prays that upon a hearing of this cause of action that the
Defendant have Judgment rendered against it req-g

the Defendant to issue a building permit

and for costs, attorneys fees, and all general and special relief as deemed meet and equitable
under the circutnstances.

a/

DATED t h i s a L d a y of February, 2008.

Attorney for plaintiff

-

Complaint 6
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CHARLES R. KROLL
Prosecuting Attorney
Washington County, Idaho
P, 0. Box 367
Weiser ID 83672
(208) 4 14-1652
ISB #I981

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN
AND FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

DAVID D. SMITH,

)
)
)

Plaintiff,

1
)
)
WASHINGTON COUNTY, IDAHO and )
its Commissioners, Rick Michael, Roy )
Mink and Mike Hopkins, all acting in
)
their capacity as Commissioners of
)
Washington County, Idaho,
)
)
Defendants.
)
COMES NOW,

Case No. CV 2008-01316
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT
FOR MANDAMUS RELIEF
AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

CHARLES R. KROLL, Prosecuting Attorney for

Washington County, Idaho, and hereby responds to the Complaint of the Plaintiff
as follows:
I.
Washington County admits paragraph I.

I ** ANSWER TO COMPLAINT FOR MANDAMUS RELIEF AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

080813

II.
Washington County admits paragraph I!.

111.
Washington County admits paragraph Ill.
IV.
Plaintiff's Paragraph IV is a narrative of allegations which cannot be
answered by admission or denial generally. Washington County denies all
allegations except the following:
The Plaintiff owns real property in Washington County, Idaho.

The

Plaintiff built or had built a driveway or roadway. Plaintiff has applied for a
building permit. The Washington County building official has denied a building
permit. The building official advised the Plaintiff to obtain a recommendation
from the Midvale Fire District concerning sat~sfactionof the Fire District's road
requirements. The Midvale Fire District interprets their mandate to require road
specifications consistent with the International Fire Code, namely, that the width
is to be 20 feet. Road width of 16 feet is the requirement of Weiser Fire District
and Cambridge Fire District.

Midvale Fire District refused to change

specifications for the Plaintiff. Plaintiff has appealed the decision denying the
building permit to the Washington County Board of Commissioners and the
Commissioners have not made a declsion on that appeal.

Plaintiff has no

present building permit.

v.
Washington County denies paragraph V.

2

** ANSWER TO COMPLAINT FOR MANDAMUS RELIEF AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

0000~4

VI.
Washington County admits that the Midvale Fire District has authority
pursuant to the International Fire Code to establish widths of roadways.
Washington County admits that Midvale Fire District and the Board of
Commissioners of Washington County are independent governmental entities.
Washington County denies all other allegations of paragraph VI.
VII.
Washington County denies that the Plaintiff is entitled to a Writ of
Mandamus.
VIII.
Washington County denies that the Plaintiff is entitled to trial or judgment.

IX.
Washington County denies paragraph IX.

WHEREFORE, Washington County prays that the Court deny a Writ of
Mandamus, costs and attorneys fees requested by Plaintiff.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

X.
Plaintiff has appealed the denial by the building official to issue him a
building permit. This appeal has been presented to the Board of Commissioners

3

** ANSWER TO COMPLAINT FOR MANDAMUS RELIEF AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

000015

of Washington County but has not yet been determined by decision. Plaintiff has
not exhausted his administrative remedy.

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
XI.
Issuance of a building permit would be in contravention of ldaho Code and
the International Fire Code.

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
XII.
Issuance of a building permit would be in violation of the Washington
County Code.

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
XIII.
Plaintiff has failed to include an indispensable party, Midvale Fire District.

DATED this

t? day of March, 2008.

CHARLES R. KROLL
Prosecuting Attorney
Washington County, ldaho

4

** ANSWER TO COMPLAINT FOR MANDAMUS RELIEF AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

0008116

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Respondent's
Brief was served this
day of March, 2008, by the method indicated below,
to the following person(s):

R. Brad Masingill
P 0 Box 467
Weiser ID 83672
Fax #: 4 14-0490
Attorney for Plaintiff

k

U. S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile

CHARLES R. KROLL

5
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R. B W D IMASINGILL
Attorney at Law
27 West Commercial Street
P.O. Box 467
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Telephone t f 1 (208) 414-0665
Fax ## 1 (208) 414-0490
bmasingill@hotmail.com

IN TlZE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT IIV
FOR THB COUNTY OF W A S m G T O N

DAVID D. SMITH,

)

1

Plaintiff,

)
)
VS.
)
)
WASHINGTON COUNTY, IDAHO and its
)
Commissioners, Rick Michael, Roy Mink, and )
Mike Wopkins, all acting in their capacity as
)
Commissioners of Washington County, Idaho, )

Case No.: 2008-01316
ORDER DIRECTING THE
WASHINGTON COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS T O ENTER IT'S
DECISION ON PLAINTIFF'S
APPLICATION FOR BUILDING
PEMIT

1
1

Defendants.

The Plaintiff's Motion for Order Requiring the Cownty to Immediately Grant Building
Permit cane on for hearing on this the 14" day of April, 2008. Charles R. Kroll appeared for the
Defendants and R. Brad Masingill appeared for the Plaintiff, and upon a review of the paperwork
filed in support and in opposition thereto, and aRer oral argument from counsel, it is hereby
ordered that the County of Washington shall, within 14 days fiom the date of this hearing, issue

Order - 1

0069018

its final decision on the application of Plajntiff for a building permit, which shall then be subject
to judicial review.

DATED this

ay of April, 2008.

District Judge Stephen
Drescher

-

Order 2

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

b/

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT on the &day of April, 2008, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing Order was mailed by regular United States mail, postage prepaid thereon to the
f o l l o ~ n :g
Charles R. Kroll
Washington Comty Prosecuting Attorney
P. 0. Box 367
Weiser, Idaho 83672

R. Brad Masingill
Attorney at Law
P. 0.Box467
Weiser, Idaho 83672

Order - 3
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS;
WASHINGTON COUNTY IDAHO:
[REASONED STATEMENT AS REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE
6535 (b)1
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS AND
THE APPLICATION OF DAVID D. SMITH
THE REQUIRMENTS OF THE WASHINGTON
OR THE MIDVALE FIRE DISTRICT ROAD
A BUILDING PERMIT ON CERTAIN REAL
WASHINGTON COUNTY, IDAHO.

ORDER IN THE MATTER OF
TO GRANT VARIANCE FROM
COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE
REQUIREMENTS AND GRANT
PROPERTY LOCATED IN

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
David D. Smith, applicant, filed a land use application
with the Washington County Planning and Zoning Commission
for certain real property located in rural Washington
County, Idaho. The request was to grant a variance from
the road requirements of the Midvale Fire District and
grant him a building permit for a residential dwelling.
A public hearing was scheduled by the Washington County
Planning and Zoning Comrnission for October 16, 2007. The
hearing was continued until November 20, 2007 to obtain
comment from the representatives of the Midvale Fire
District. After the hearing was closed the Zoning
Comission voted to deny the Applicant's requested
variance. The matter was then appealed to the Board of
County Commissioners for Washington County. The Board
did not hold a public hearing but met with the Applicant
on January 7, 2008. The Board scheduled its decision at
its regularly scheduled meeting on January 22, 2008. At
that time the Board asked for a legal opinion regarding
the request. That opinion was pending when the Applicant
filed suit February 29, 2008. The matter was remanded by
the Court to the Board and on April 21, 2008 the Board
voted to deny the request for a variance. Pursuant to
section 67-6535(b) the Board makes this reasoned
statement in the form of findings and conclusions to set
forth the basis for its decision. The Board makes its
Findings and Conclusions and its Order based upon the
evidence received at the Planning and Zoning Comrnission
hearing, information provided by the applicant, staff
recommendations, the application and the administrator's
file .
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STmDARDS APPLIED

In reaching it's decision, the Board relies
upon Section 67-6516, Idaho Code; Section 67-6502, Idaho
Code; Section 67-6509, Idaho Code; Washington County
Code, Title 5; and the Washington County Comprehensive
Plan; International Fire Code.
67-6516 VARIANCE -- DEFINITION -- APPLICATION -- NOTICE - WEARING.
Each governing board shall provide, as part of the
zoning ordinance, for the processing of applications for
variance permits. A variance is a modification of the
bulk and placement requirements of the ordinance as to
lot size, lot coverage, width, depth, front yard, side
yard, rear yard, setbacks, parking space, height of
buildings, or other ordinance provision affecting the
size or shape of a structure or the placement of the
structure upon lots, or the size of lots. A variance
shall not be considered a right or special privilege, but
may be granted to an applicant only upon a showing of
undue hardship because of characteristics of the site and
that the variance is not in conflict with the public
interest. Prior to granting a variance, notice and an
opportunity to be heard shall be provided to property
owners adjoining the parcel under consideration. Denial
of a variance permit or approval of a variance permit
with conditions unacceptable to the landowner may be
subject to the regulatory taking analysis provided for by
section 67-8003, Idaho Code, consistent with the
requirements established thereby.
Washington County Code, 5-18-4

Variance

D.The commission shall consider variances to the terms
of this title which will not be contrary to the
public interest or comprehensive plan, where, owing
to special conditions, a literal enforcement of the
provisions of this title will result in unnecessary
hardship and under such conditions that the spirit
of this title shall be observed and substantial
justice done. A variance shall not be considered a
right or special privilege, but may be granted to an
applicant only upon showing of ur-due hs.rdship because
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of characteristics of the site and that the variance
is not in conflict with the public interest. In
actinq- upon
such variance, the comission shall make
full investigation and shall only recommend granting
a variance upon finding that the following are true:

1. The granting of the variance will not be in conflict
with the spirit and intent of the comprehensive plan
for the county and will not effect a change in
zoning;

2. There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or
conditions applicable to the property involved causing
undue hardship which, so that a denial of the relief
sought, will result in:
a.Undue loss in value of the property.
b. Inability to preserve the property rights of the
owner.
(?.Such hardship shall be proven by the owner.
3. The granting of such relief will not be materially
detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare,
or injurious to the property or improvements of
other property owners, or the quiet enjoyment of
such property improvements.

4. The reason for a variance was not caused by the
owner's or previous owner's actions.
No variation or amendment shall be allowed to permit
a nonconforming use which will materially interfere
with use of the adjoining property in that the reason
for a variance was not caused by the owner's or
previous owner's actions.

E. The variance shall be in conformance with the
regulations applicable to the use zone in which it is
located.
F.Any variance granted pursuant to the terms of this
section must be fully implemented within one year
( 3 6 5 days) of the granting of said variance, or said
variance shall cease and no longer be considered
granted by the board.
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Comprehensive Plan Page - 13
Agricultural Land Use:
The management of historical and customary agricultural
and range use is important to the citizens of Washington
County, who base a large portion of their economy on this
use. Historically, with the primary force of their
economy derived from timber, agriculture and
agriculturally related activities, maintaining viable
tracts of prime agricultural, range and timberland is a
goal for local area leaders. This use is established to
manage urban development (non-agricultural and high
density residential) on agricultural land in Washington
County. The Agricultural land use is suitable for all
types of agricultural and range operations, single family
homes, including manufactured homes, and any accessory
buildings necessary for operation of the agricultural
use. Related industrial land uses may be allowed after
careful consideration of its impact on surrounding
agricultural uses. Commercial use tied to recreation,
tourism or neighborhood needs may be allowed under a
conditional use permit after review of potential impacts
on the surrounding areas. Because of the wide range of
soils, conditions and production rates in the county,
lands may be rated for development (other than
agricultural) based upon the following factors (not in
order of priority) :
I f Potential crop productivity
2) Availability of irrigation
3) Grazing potential
4) Environmental factors such as water quality and
availability, septic capacity, soils, flooding potential
and other factors affecting development.
5 ) Availability of public services.
6) Availability of adequate transportation systems
Land within the agricultural land use may then be
designated through the Zoning Map as agricultural land to
be preserved (no development potential), marginal
agricultural land (low density development) and land
available for other residential, commercial or industrial
development.
Rural Residential Land Use:
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The rural residential land use is created to provide a
transition between those areas in the county that are
agricultural and those areas that may be suitable for
other types of development; and still be compatible with
the agricultural uses. The rural residential land use is
suitable for single family residential living and rural
subdivisions, including manufactured homes meeting
certain building requirements. One purpose is to provide
opportunities for the development of residential
neighborhoods in rural settings to meet the demands of
the population, preferably on land which is less
desirable for agricultural use. All developments shall
meet the health and safety regulations set by district
health and the state as the installation of water and
sewer systems on sufficient lot sizes. This designation
is best located near community centers or along major
transportation routes.
Other uses allowed under this use include appropriate
agricultural and forest uses, public or semipublic
facilities compatible to the agricultural and residential
use and necessary utility installations. Densities
greater than one home per platted or recorded lot shall
be allowed only after the submission of a special use
permit for hardship situations and the review and
recommendation of the County Planning and Zoning
Commission. Densities on Lots platted after adoption of
this plan will not exceed those required for a sufficient
septic system and groundwater quality and quantity
studies. When determining lot densities, Planning and
Zoning may consider water information that may be
available. No development will be allowed without proper
access to a public street or road (either directly, or by
use of a private road meeting standards for ingress and
egress and emergency response). It shall be the
responsibility of the property owner whose property is
being developed to meet County Standards. High traffic
commercial use such as shopping mall areas or convenience
stores which do not serve the immediate area in a
residential zone shall be discouraged. However, in the
case of commercial uses designed to serve agricultural
needs or residential needs in the immediate area, such
use may be allowed only after the submission of a special
use permit and the review and approval of the County
Planning and Zoning Commission.
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5-3-4 0. Access requirements are as follows: No
building permit for a residence wiLl be issued in any
zone unless the private road or driveway serving the
residence meets standards of section 5-3-5 of this
chapter.
Washington County Code (zoning ordinance) 5-3-5 B.
Private Roads:

1. All private roads shall have a deeded right of way of
at least sixty feet (60') with twenty feet (20') of
finished roadway meeting county or road district
standards for road construction, excluding paving, or
must meet standards of the fire department having
jurisdiction, if more stringent.

2. All private driveways serving two (2) houses shall
have a recorded easement of at least twenty six feet
(26') with twenty feet (20') of finished roadway meeting
county or road district standards for road construction,
excluding paving, or must meet standards of the fire
department having jurisdiction, if more stringent.
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. On September 14, 2007 the administrator was presented
an application from David Smith requesting a variance to
the requirement that the driving surface of his access
road which is twenty (20) feet. The applicant requested
that he be given a building permit despite the Midvale
Fire Districts position that no building permit be
granted until the road accessing the property has a 20
foot driving surface.
2. The property is served by individual wells and
individual septic systems. The Midvale Fire District,
Idaho Power, the Washington County Sheriff, the Midvale
Ambulance, the Southwest District Health provide services
to the property and were all notified of the request.
There is a shop on the property. There are no known
gravel pits within one mile of the property nor are there
any known CAFOfs within one mile. There is one house
within 1/2 mile of this parcel. Lot sizes in the area
range from 40 to 400 acres. There are no platted
subdivisions within the immediate vicinity.
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3. The Comprehensive Plan Designation for the property
is Agriculture. The current Land Use for that portion of
the property which would be served by the roadway in
dispute is residential. The current Zoning is A1
Agricultural. The surrounding land uses are single-family
homes and agriculture. The property is not located
within a city impact area. The property is in a wild
fire prone area. Aside from the proposed residential
dwelling, the current use of the surrounding land is dry
land.
4. Surrounding land uses are agriculture with singlefamily homes and residential parcels. The property is not
in the priority nitrate area. The property is not in a
100-year flood zone. The property is in an area which can
be threatened by range fires.
5. The total property owned by the applicant consists of
80 acres.
6. Access to the property is a private road off of Farm
to Market Road. The access road is a private driveway.
The private roadway serves two (2) houses for a portion
of its length. Those houses are the applicant's house and
the Lundin house. It then branches and for most of its
length services only the applicant's house

7. Washington County Code fWCC) section ( § )
5-3-5
specifies that a private driveway serving two (2) houses
shall have a recorded easement of twenty six feet (26')
with twenty feet of finished roadway meeting county or
road district standards for road construction, excluding
paving, or must meet standards of the fire department
having jurisdiction, if more stringent.
8. Since the roadway services two houses, it must have a
driving surface of twenty feet ( 2 0 ' ) .
9. Even if the driveway does not service two (2) houses
for its entire length, § 5-3-4 D of the WCC states that
"No building permit for a residence will be issued in any
zone unless the private road or driveway serving the
residence meets standards of section 5-3-5 of this
chapter." Consequently, even a driveway serving only one
(1) house has to have a 20 foot driving surface.
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10. If the applicable fire department standard is more
stringent, then that rule applies.

11. The driveway lies within the Midvale Fire District.
12, The applicant has taken the position that Washington
County zoning code only requires road surfaces of private
driveways to be 16 feet in width. Or the County can waive
or vary the requirements so that only a 16 foot driving
surface is required.
13. If either factual scenario is correct, then the
requirements of the Midvale Fire District are more
stringent than those of the Washington County zoning
code.
14. The applicant was informed that he had to obtain a
signature indicating that the appropriate fire official
in Midvale had approved the road before he could obtain a
building permit. Such an action is consistent with
sections 5-3-4 and 5-3-5 of the WCC.
15. The issue becomes if Washington County can require
the applicant to obtain approval of the Midvale fire
authorities before issuing a building permit.
16. The Midvale Fire District requires the applicant to
build a road which conforms to the International Fire
Code (IFC).
17.

The IFG requires a 20 foot driving surface.

18. The applicant requested the Planning and Zoning
Commission to grant a variance from the requirements of
the IFC as required by the Midvale Fire District. The
applicant argues that Washington County cannot withhold a
building permit simply because the Midvale Fire District
will not sign off on the application.
19. In 2002, the Idaho Legislature adopted the 2000
edition of the International Fire Code [IFC]. The law
states the purpose of sections ( § § 41-253 to 41-269) of
the Idaho Code:
[are] to protect human life from fire, and to prevent
Smith Variance Request
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fires. These sections [SS 41-253 to 41-2691 are intended
to prescribe for the safeguarding of life and property
from hazards of fire . . . and from conditions hazardous to
life or Property in the use of occupancy of buildings or
premi ses, and there is hereby adopted the "International
Fire Code , " 2000 Edition, with appendices thereto. . . and
such later editions as may be so-hublished and adopted by
the state fire marshal, as the minimum standards for the
protection of life and property from fire and explosions
in the state of Idaho.
20. Idaho Code S; 41-253 (1). The state fire marshal [SFPI]
adopted the 2003 edition of the International Fire Code
[IFC] effective April 6, 2005. IDAPA 18.01.50.001.02.
21. The SFM is appointed by the Director of the Idaho
Department of Insurance with the approva1 of the
Gove rnor. His powers and duties include, but are not
limited to, the following:

1. enforce the IFC;
2. to prescribe regulations in addition to the IFC, "which
may be deemed necessary for the prevention of fires and
protection of life and property, and such regulations are
to be enforced by the [SFM] to interpret the regulations
of the provisions of the IFC,
3. appoint, employ, and discharge deputies and other
employees;
4. maintain books and accounts, including a record of all
fires occurring in the state of Idaho and the statistics
relating to each fire;
5 . and, among other duties, is the "chief arson
investigation officer in the state, and shall have the
same responsibility and power in arson investigation
as a county sheriff."
'I;

22.
Idaho Code SS 41-254 to 41-257. The chief of the
fire department and his or her deputy of every city and
county, or fire protection district organized under Idaho
law, "shall be assistants to the [SFM] in carrying out
the provisions of the [IFC]. . . . " Idaho Code S 41-256.
23. The S F M 1 s duties are conditional, in that he or she
cannot, "interfere at any time in the operation or
administration of any fire department or sheriff's office
except in matters of fire prevention and arson
investigation when requested by the local fire
jurisdiction, sheriffs office or written and signed
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complaint of any person served by the local fire
jurisdiction." Idaho Code $ 41-257.

24. Section 41-254 imposes a duty upon the SFM to
enforce the LFC, and section 41-256 provides that local
fire authorities are the SFM's assistants in enforcement
of the I F C , but that the SFM shall not interfere with the
local operation and administration of any fire department
except in matters of fire prevention and arson except
upon request (Section 41-257).
25. The IFC may be adopted in its entirety or portions
thereof by the state government, or certain provisions of
the IFC may be adapted to state conditions and policies.
The IFC works along side other applicable codes,
including the building, electrical, mechanical, and
residential codes, among others. The international fire
code uniquely deals with the issues of property access
and fire suppressions issues.
26. Based upon the foregoing, the impact of the adoption
of the IFC is that the IFC is a state-wide minimum
standard and that the local fire jurisdictions have the
right and primary duty to enforce the IFC.
27. Chapter 2, Title 41, Idaho Code, states that the
adoption of the IFC is, "intended to prescribe
regulations consistent with nationally recognized good
practice for the safeguarding of life and property from
hazards of fire . . . and from conditions hazardous to life
or property in the use or occupancy of buildings or
premises." Idaho Code 5 41-253. The IFC does not address
the ownership of property, but it addresses the use of
property for protection of life and property.
28. There is nothing either in Chapter 2, Tide 41, Idaho
Code, IDAPA 18.01.50, or the IFC that restricts the
applicability of the International Fire Code exclusively
to private or public buildings or entities. Further, as
the "minimum standards" for the protection of life and
property from fire and explosions, and "from conditions
hazardous to life or property in the use or occupancy of
buildings or premises," the International Fire Code is a
universal minimum standard applicable to public and
private buildings and entities through out the state of
Idaho. Idaho Code § 41-253(1).
29.

.. .

The Idaho Constitution provides that, "Any county
may make and enforce, within its limits, all such
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local police, sanitary and other regulations as are not
in conflict with its chaster or with the general Laws."
Idaho Const, art. XII, 5 2.
30. A board of county comissioners, acting on behalf of
a county, "shall have jurisdiction and power, under such
limitations and restrictions as prescribed by law[,]"
[Idaho Code S 31-801.1 and shall "do and perform all
other acts and things required by law not in [Chapter 8,
Title 311 enumerated, or which may be necessary to the
full discharge of the duties of the chief executive
authority of the county government." Idaho Code S 31-838.
31. When i t c o m e s to police powers, "[bloth counties and
cities are authorized by art. 12 5 2, of our constitution
to make and enforce police regulations not in conflict
with the general laws." Heck v. Commissioners of Canyon
County, 123 Idaho 826, 828, 853 P.2d 571, 573 (1993).
Further, the board of county comissioners of a county,
may pass all ordinances and rules and make all
reguiations, not repugnant to law, necessary for carrying
into effect or discharging the power and duties conferred
by the laws of the state of Idaho, and such as are
necessary or proper to provide for the safety, promote
the health and prosperity, improve the morals, peace and
good order, comfort and convenience of the county and the
inhabitants thereof, and for the protection of property
therein.
32. Idaho Code § 31-714. As the foregoing demonstrates,
the counties are empowered generally to discharge the
duties conferred by the Legislature.
33. For instance, with regard to the above, the Idaho
Building Code Act, [the Act] Chapter 41, Title 39, Idaho
Code, provides that local governments, including
counties, are authorized to adopt and enforce building
codes and institute a code enforcement program. Idaho
Code § 39-4116 (1) (See, Idaho Code § 39-4105 (9). State
law requires that a building permit be obtained in
accordance with local government law or ordinance, before
any person can construct, improve, extend, or alter any,
"building, residence or structure in a local government
jurisdiction enforcing building codes." Idaho Code § 394111 (2).
34. The Act also requires that the permits be, "governed
by the laws in effect at the time the permit application
is received." Idaho Code § 39-4120(5). In other words,
Smith Variance Request
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the permit is subject to the laws in effect at the time
the application is submitted to the local government.

35. One of those laws in effect is the International
Fire Code [IFC], 2000 edition,, originally adopted by the
Idaho Legislature in 2002 as the, "minimum standards for
the protection of life and property from fire and
explosions in the state of Idaho." Idaho Code $5 41253(1). [The IFC, 2003 edition, was adopted by the state
fire marshal effective April 6, 2005. IDAPA
18.01.50.004.01]. The purpose of adopting the IFC was to,
"prescribe for the safeguarding of life and property . . .
from conditions hazardous to life and property in the use
or occupancy of buildings or premises." Idaho Code S 41253 (1).
36. As the IFC was adopted by the Legislature in 2002 in
section 41-253 and is a law "in effect at the time the
permit application [was] received," it necessarily
follows that any permit application submitted to a local
government since 2002 is subject to the IFC.
37. As the local government ( e l county) must issue
any permit subject to that law, it follows that the
county must issue permits in accordance with the
International Fire Code as the minimum standards for
safeguarding life and property.
38. It also follows from the review of the state law
above, that a county may establish certain fire
prevention building and access standards or rules not
contrary to the general laws of the state of Idaho, which
provide for the safety and promote the health of the
inhabitants of the county. Idaho Code § 31-714. [See, in
addition, Idaho Code S 41-256 where it provides that
local fire chiefs, deputies, or fire protection district,
as well as the local county sheriff in the absence of an
organized fire department, "shall be assistant to the
state fire marshal in carrying out the provisions of the
international fire code and such other regulations as set
forth by the fire marshal. " 1 .
39. The IFC sets standards for road and driveway width
and steepness on private property where the particular
road or driveway provides fire truck, fire tanker, or
other fire emergency vehicle ["fire apparatus"] access to
any building which can include any fire lane, public
street, private street, and parking lot lane and access
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roadway. IFC 5 502.1

40. The IFC sets the standards for "fire apparatus
access roads," where it states that, "[fire apparatus
access roads shall have an unobstructed width of not less
than 20 feet (6096 m ) , . . . and an unobstructed vertical
clearance of not Less than 13 feet 16 inches (4115 mm) ."
IFC S 503.2.1
41. The grade of a "fire apparatus access road shall be
within the limits established by the fire code official
based on the fire department's apparatus." IFG § 503.2.7.
The maximum grade for "fire apparatus access roads shall
not exceed 10 percent." IFC 5 D103.2 (Appendix D) .
42. In addition, as your letter noted, this matter
involves the Midvale Fire Protection District which is
located in Washington County. It is important to note
that the board of county comissioners therein has
adopted certain access and grade standards.
43. The Washington County Planning and Zoning office ha3
set forth a checklist of items that must be addressed
rtefore a building permit has been issued. Among the items
on that checklist at the website, it requires: "Fire
District Approval with Chief signature on application is
required. Also include any additional copies of
supporting documentation provided by Fire District.
44. Building Permit Checklist (emphasis original) 1 . As
it states in the online brochure entitled, "'Washington
County Rural Lifestyles" it says at page 2:

45. Many large construction vehicles and some fire and
rescue vehicles cannot navigate small, narrow roads. If
you plan to build, it is prudent to check out
construction and emergency vehicle access.
46. The Washington County zoning code cogently states
its purpose is, "to protect and promote the health,
safety, morals, and general welfare of the community."
Wash. County Zoning Ord., § 5-1-1. On the issuance of a
building permit, the same zoning ordinance states:

47. No building permit for a residence will be issued in
any zone unless the private road or driveway serving the
residence meets standards of chapter 5-3-5 of this code.
. . . All private roads shall have a deeded right of way of
at least sixty fee (60 ) with twenty feet (20*) of
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finished roadway meeting county or road district
standards for road construction, excluding paving, or
must meet standards of the fire department having
jurisdiction, if more stringent.
48. Based upon the foregoing analysis of constitutional
and state law, as well as local ordinance, it is
incumbent upon local government to abide by the
International Fire Code-as Washington County cited
herein-and establish standards such as road and driveway
width and grade in accordance therewith, before issuing a
building permit in accord with its local ordinances and
state law.
49. The standards established by Washington County are
set forth above, but whether a county may exceed the rule
or statutory standard is another question. Clearly, the
county cannot render a law that is contrary to the
general laws of the state of Idaho. Idaho Const art. XII,
§ 2. A county may enact police regulations in accordance
with Article XII, 5 2 of the Idaho Constitution, "not in
conflict -with general laws, co-equal with the authority
of the legislature to pass general police laws."
Envirosafe Services of Idaho, Inc. v. County of Owyhee,
112 Idaho 687, 689, 735 P.2d 998, 990 (1987)
(hereinafter, ESI) (citing, Clyde Hess Distributing Co .
v . Bonneville County, 69 Idaho 505, 210 P.2d 798 (1949)) .
50. Put another way, may a county enact standards
regarding road and driveway width and steepness on
private property that are more restrictive than the IFC?
51. Idaho law provides that local fire jurisdictions-and
where there is no organized fire department in the
jurisdiction, then the county sheriff-have the authority
to enforce the IFC. Idaho Code § 41-256. If a local
ordinance is in direct conflict with a state law or rule,
or where the state of Idaho has acted in a legal area in
such a pervasive manner, then the local ordinance or rule
is preempted by state law. ESI, 112 Idaho at p. 689, 735
P.2d at p. 998.
52. However, as in this matter, the state depends upon
the local fire jurisdiction and, under some circumstances
the sheriff, to enforce the IFC; and as the IFC
establishes "minimum" standards for the state of Idaho,
it appears reasonable to conclude that the state did not
intend to preempt standards that exceeded the minimum
standards as established by the IFC. See, also, Heck v.
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Comissioners of Canyon County, 123 Idaho 836, 853 P.2d
571 (15193).
53.

The state of Idaho has preempted the field regarding

IFG minimum standards, but a county has the authority to

establish standards and rules regarding road and driveway
width and steepness on private property that exceed the
standards set forth in the IFC.

54. As noted above, building permits are required before
any, f f c o n s t r ~ c t i ~improvement,
n,
extension or alteration
of any building . . . in a local government jurisdiction
enforcing building codes, without first procuring a
permit in accordance with the applicable ordinance or
ordinances of the local government." Idaho Code 5 394111(2). Further, counties are empowered to enact local
building code enforcement programs. Idaho Code 5 39-4116.
55. Washington County has adopted standards stating
therein that no building permit shall be issued unless a
private roadway or driveway has a "deeded right of way of
at least sixty (60') feet with twenty feet (20') of
finished roadway meeting county or road district
standards, . . . or must meet standards of the fire
department having jurisdiction, if more stringent. Wash.
County Zoning Ord. 55 5-3-4.D & 5-3-5.B.1 (emphasis
here).
56. Fire protection districts have been empowered to
enforce the IFC, [Idaho Code § 31-14171, and building
permits issued by the county, "shall be governed by the
laws in effect at the time of the permit application is
received, [Idaho Code 5 39-4116(5)]," which includes the
international fire code. Further, with regard to the
Washington County ordinance cited above, the county may
condition issuance of any building permits to compliance
with fire district roadway, driveway, and grade standards
within the county.

57. In the event Washington County chose to waive its
road standards and allow the applicant to construct a
roadway with less than a 20 foot driving surface, it
cannot grant a variance to the standards required by the
Midvale Fire District.
58. That the granting of the variance will be in
conflict with the spirit and intent of the comprehensive
plan for the county since it is the purpose stated in the
Smith Variance Reauest
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plan to require ingress and egress that protects
emergency response.

59. There are no exceptional or extraordinary
circumstances or conditions applicable to the property
causing undue hardship which if the variance is denied
will result in:
a. Undue loss in value of the property.
b.
Inability to preserve the property rights
of the owner.
60. The underlying reason giving rise to the need for a
variance was caused by the owner's actions. The
Applicant was notified that the signature of the Midvale
Fire Chief approving the road would be required before a
building permit would be issued. The applicant was also
informed by the Midvale Fire Chief of the road
requirements. The applicant chose to ignore the
information provided by the Midvale Fire chief.

61. The agencies that provide services to the area were
notified of the request. Notice was published in both
the Weiser Signal American and the Upper Country News
Reporter. Property owners entitled to notice were
notitied of the hearing by mail. Notice was posted on
the property.
62. The public hearing which was scheduled by the
Commission for October 16, 2007 was continued until
November 20, 2007 to obtain comment from the
representatives of the Midvale Fire District. The
Midvale Fire District opposed the Applicant's request.
63. Other than the Midvale Fire District, no other permit
issuing state or local agency has expressed an objection
to the proposal as submitted by the applicant.
PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
64. The property is located at 2852 Farm to Market Road,
Midvale, Washington County, Idaho. The property is
described more specifically as: PARCEL NUMBER: RP13N 03W
351400.
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65. The burden of establishing justification for a
variance is on the applicant. The applicant has not his
burden and based upon the forgoing findings, the Board
concludes that the request for a variance should be
denied.
ORDER

66. For the reasons set forth in the FINDINGS OF FACT and
in the CONCLUSIONS, it is hereby ordered that the appeal
of DAVID D. SMITH for a variance is hereby denied and the
decision of the Washington County Planning and Zoning
Cornrnission is affirmed.
ALTERNATIVES
67. The applicant may formally petition the Midvale Fire
District for a variance.

68. Any adversely affected person may appeal this
decision to the District Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of Idaho, in and for Washington
County, Idaho, in the manner and time limits as provided
by law.
69. Approved by the Board of County Commissioners for
of April, 2008.
Washington County, Idaho, this

zmy

Board of County Commissioners
Washington County, Idaho

ATTEST :

Washington County, Clerk
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, the undersigned deputy clerk, do hereby certify that on the 28" day of

April, 2008, that I mailed andlor hand delivered a true, complete and correct copy of the
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS AND ORDER IN THE MATTER OF THE
APPLICATION OF DAVID D. SMITH as required by Court Order in CV 2008-01316
DAVID D. SMlTH -vs- WASHINGTON COUNTY, et a1 to the following:

R. Brad Masingill
Attorney at Law
PO Box 467
Weiser l D 83672

(hand-delivered)

Charles R. Kroll
Washington County Prosecuting Attorney

(hand-delivered)

SHARON WIDNER
Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS;
MASHINGTON COUNTY TDAMO :
[REASONED STATEMENT AS REQUIRED BY IDAHO CODE SEC
6535 (b)1
AMENDED FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS AND ORDER IN THE
MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF DAVID D. SMITH TO GRANT
VARIANCE FROM THE REQUIRMENTS OF THE WASHINGTON COUNTY
ZONING ORDINANCE OR THE MIDVALE FIRE DISTRICT ROAD
REQUIREMENTS AND GPJlNT A BUILDING PERMIT ON CERTAIN REAL
PROPERTY LOCATED IN WASHINGTON COUNTY, IDAHO.
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
David D. Smith, applicant, filed a land use application
with the Washington County Planning and Zoning Commission
for certain real property located in rural Washington
County, Idaho. The request was to grant a variance from
the road requirements of the Midvale Fire District and
grant him a building permit for a residential dwelling.
A public hearing was scheduled by the Washington county
Planning and Zoning Commission for October 16, 2007. The
hearing was continued until November 20, 2007 to obtain
comment from the representatives of the Midvale Fire
District. After the hearing was closed the Zoning
Commission voted to deny the Applicant's requested
variance. The matter was then appealed to the Board of
County Commissioners for Washington County. The Board
did not hold a public hearing but met with the Applicant
on January 7, 2008. The Board scheduled its decision at
its reguLarly scheduled meeting on January 22, 2008. At
that time the Board asked for a legal opinion regarding
the request. That opinion was pending when the Applicant
filed suit February 29, 2008. The matter was remanded by
the Court to the Board and on April 21, 2008 the Board
voted to deny the request for a variance. Pursuant to
section 67-6535(b) the Board makes this reasoned
statement in the form of findings and conclusions to set
forth the basis for its decision. The Board makes its
Findings and Conclusions and its Order based upon the
evidence received at the Planning and Zoning Commission
hearing, information provided by the applicant, staff
recommendations, the application and the administrator's
file.
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STANDAKDS APPLIED
In reaching it's decision, the Board relies
upon Section 57-6516, Idaho Code; Section 67-6502, Idaho
Code; Section 67-6509, Idaho Code; Washington County
Code, Title 5; and the Washington County Comprehensive
Plan; International Fire Code.
67-6516 VARIANCE -- DEFINITION -- APPLICATION -- NOTICE - HEARING.
Each governing board shall provide, as part of the
zoning ordinance, for the processing of applications for
variance permits. A variance is a modification of the
bulk and placement requirements of the ordinance as to
lot size, lot coverage, width, depth, front yard, side
yard, rear yard, setbacks, parking space, height of
buildings, or other ordinance provision affecting the
size or shape of a structure or the placement of the
structure upon lots, or the size of Lots. A variance
shall not be considered a right or special privilege, but
may be granted to an applicant only upon a showing of
undue hardship because of characteristics of the site and
that the variance is not in conflict with the public
interest. Prior to granting a variance, notice and an
opportunity to be heard shall be provided to property
owners adjoining the parcel under consideration. Denial
of a variance permit or approval of a variance permit
with conditions unacceptable to the landowner may be
subject to the regulatory taking analysis provided for by
section 67-8003, Idaho Code, consistent with the
requirements established thereby.
Washington County Code, 5-18-4

Variance

The commission shall consider variances to the terms
of this title which will not be contrary to the
public interest or comprehensive plan, where, owing
to special conditions, a literal enforcement of the
provisions of this title will result in unnecessary
hardship and under such conditions that the spirit
of this title shall be observed and substantial
justice done. A variance shall not be considered a
right or special privilege, but may be granted to an
applicant only upon showing of undue hardship because
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of characteristics ~f the site and that the variance
is not in conflict with the public interest. In
acting upon such variance, the commission shall make
full investigation and shall only recommend granting
a variance upon findiny that the following are true:
1. The granting of the variance will not be in conflict
with the spirit and intent of the comprehensive plan
for the county and will not effect a change in
zoning;
2. There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or
conditions aDp-licable to the propert; involved causing
undue hardship which, so that a denial of the relief
sought, will result in:
a.Undue loss in value of the property.
b. Inability to preserve the property rights of the
owner.
c.Such hardship shall be proven by the owner.

3. The granting of such relief will not be materially
detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare,
or injurious to the property or improvements of
other property owners, or the quiet enjoyment of
such property improvements.
4. The reason for a variance was not caused by the
owner's or previous owner's actions.

No variation or amendment shall be allowed to permit
a nonconforming use which will materially interfere
with use of the adjoining property in that the reason
for a variance was not caused by the owner's or
previous owner's actions.
E.The variance shall be in conformance with the
regulations applicable to the use zone in which it is
located.
F.Any variance granted pursuant to the terms of this
section must be fully implemented within one year
(365 days) of the granting of said variance, or said
variance shall cease and no longer be considered
granted by the board.
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Agricultural Land Use:
The management of historical and customary agricultural
and range use is important to the citizens of Washington
County, who base a large portion of their economy on this
use. Historically, with the primary force of their
economy derived from timber, agriculture and
agriculturally related activities, maintaining viable
tracts of prime agricultural, range and trrnberland is a
goal for local area leaders. This use is established to
manage urban development (non-agricultcral and high
density residential) on agricultural land in Washington
County. The Agricultural land use is suitable for all
types of agricultural and range operations, single family
homes, including manufactured homes, and any accessory
buildings necessary for operation of the agricultural
use. Related industrial land uses may be allowed after
careful consideration of its impact on surrounding
agricultural uses. Commercial use tied to recreation,
tourism or neighborhood needs may be allowed under a
conditional use permit after review of potential impacts
on the surrounding areas. Because of the wide range of
soils, conditions and production rates in the county,
lands may be rated for development (other than
agricultural) based upon the following factors (not in
order of priority) :
1) Potential crop productivity
2) Availability of irrigation
3) Grazing potential
4) Environmental factors such as water quality and
availability, septic capacity, soils, flooding potential
and other factors affecting development.
5) Availability of public services.
6) Availability of adequate transportation systems
Land within the agricultural land use may then be
designated through the Zoning Map as agricultural land to
be preserved (no development potential), marginal
agricultural land (low density development) and land
available for other residential, commercial or industrial
development.
Rural Residential Land Use:
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The rural residential land use is created to provide a
transition between those areas in the county that are
agricultural and those areas that may be suitable for
other types of development; and still be compatible with
the agricultural uses. The rural residential land use is
suitable for single family residential living and rural
subdivisions, including manufactured homes meeting
certain building requirements. One purpose is to provide
opportunities for the development of residential
neighborhoods in rural settings to meet the demands of
the population, preferably on land which is less
desirable for agricultural use. All developments shall
meet the health and safety regulations set by district
health and the state as the installation of water and
sewer systems on sufficient lot sizes. This designation
is best located near community centers or along major
transportation routes.
Other uses allowed under this use include appropriate
agricultural and forest uses, public or semipublic
facilities compatible to the agricultural and residential
use and necessary utility installations. Densities
greater than one home per platted or recorded lot shall
be allowed only after the submission of a special use
permit for hardship situations and the review and
recommendation of the County Planning and Zoning
Commission. Densities on lots platted after adoption of
this plan will not exceed those required for a sufficient
septic system and groundwater quality and quantity
studies. When determining lot densities, Planning and
Zoning may consider water information that may be
available. No development will be allowed without proper
access to a public street or road (either directly, or by
use of a private road meeting standards for ingress and
egress and emergency response). It shall be the
responsibility of the property owner whose property is
being developed to meet County Standards. High traffic
commercial use such as shopping mall areas or convenience
stores which do not serve the immediate area in a
residential zone shall be discouraged. However, in the
case of commercial uses designed to serve agricultural
needs or residential needs in the immediate area, such
use may be allowed only after the submission of a special
use permit and the review and approval of the County
Planning and Zoning Commission.
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5-3-4 0. Access requirements are as follows: No
building permit for a residence will be issued in any
zone unless the private road or driveway serving the
residence meets standards of section 5-3-5 of this
chapter.
Washington County Code (zoning ordinance) 5-3-5 B.
Private Roads:
1. All private roads shall have a deeded right of way of
at least sixty feet (60') with twenty feet (20') of
finished roadway meeting county or road district
standards for road construction, excluding paving, or
must meet standards of the fire department having
jurisdiction, if more stringent.
2. All private driveways serving two (2) houses shall
have a recorded easement of at least twenty six feet
(26') wlth twenty feet (20') of finished roadway meeting
county or road district standards for road construction,
excluding paving, or must meet standards of the fire
department having jurisdiction, if more stringent.

FINDINGS OF FACT
1. On September 14, 2007 the administrator was presented
an application from David Smith requesting a variance to
t-he requirement that the driving surface of his access
road which is twenty (20) feet. The applicant requested
that he be given a building permit despite the Midvale
Fire Districts position that no building permit be
granted until the road accessing the property has a 20
foot driving surface.

2. The property is served by individual wells and
individual septic systems. The Midvale Fire District,
Idaho Power, the Washington County Sheriff, the Midvale
Ambulance, the Southwest District Health provide services
to the property and were all notified of the request.
There is a shop on the property. There are no known
gravel pits within one mile of the property nor are there
any known CAFO's within one mile. There is one house
within 1/2 mile of this parcel. Lot sizes in the area
range from 40 to 400 acres. There are no platted
subdivisions within the immediate vicinity.
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3. The Comprehensive Plan Designation for the property
is Agriculture. The current Land Use for that portion of
the property which would be served by the roadway in
dispute is residential. The current Zoning is Al
Agricultural. The surrounding land uses are single-family
homes and agriculture. The property is not located
within a city impact area. The property is in a wild
fire prone area, Aside from the proposed residential
dwelling, the current use of the surrounding land is dry
land.

4. Surrounding land uses are agriculture with singlefamily homes and residential parcels. The property is not
in the priority nitrate area. The property is not in a
100-year flood zone. The property is in an area which can
be threatened by range fires.

5. The total property owned by the applicant consists of
80 acres.
6. Access to the property is a private road off of Farm
to Market Road. The access road is a private driveway.
?'he private roadway serves two (2) houses for a portion
cf its length. Those houses are the applicant's house and
the Lundin house. It then branches and for most of its
3ength services only the applicant's house

7. Washington County Code (FaCC) section ($5) 5-3-5
specifies that a private driveway serving two (2) houses
shall have a recorded easement of twenty six feet (26')
with twenty feet of finished roadway meeting county or
road district standards for road construction, excluding
paving, or must meet standards of the fire department
having jurisdiction, if more stringent.
8. Since the roadway services two houses, it must have a
driving surface of twenty feet (20').
9. Even if the driveway does not service two (2) houses
for its entire length, § 5-3-4 D of the WCC states that
"No building permit for a residence will be issued in any
zone unless the private road or driveway serving the
residence meets standards of section 5-3-5 of this
chapter." Consequently, even a driveway serving only one
(1) house has to have a 20 foot driving surface.
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10. If the applicable fire department standard is more
stringent, then that rule applies.

11. The driveway lies within the Midvale Fire District.
12. The applicant has taken the position that Washington
County zoning code only requires road surfaces of private
driveways to be 16 feet in width. Or the County can waive
or vary the requirements so that only a 16 foot driving
surface is required.
13. If either factual scenario is correct, then the
requirements of the Midvale Fire District are more
stringent than those of the Washington County zoning
code.
14. The applicant was informed that he had to obtain a
signature indicating that the appropriate fire official
in Midvale had approved &he road before he could obtain a
building permit. Such an actior~is consistent with
sections 5-3-4 and 5-3-5 of the WCC,
15. The issue becomes if Washington County can require
the applicant to obtain approval of the Midvale fire
authorities before issuing a building permit.
16. The Midvale Fire District requires the applicant to
build a road which conforms to the International Fire
Code (IFC).
17.

The IFC requires a 2G foot driving surface.

18. The applicant requested the Planning and Zoning
Commission to grant a variance from the requirements of
the IFC as required by the Midvale Fire District. The
applicant argues that Washington County cannot withhold a
building permit simply because the Midvale Fire District
will not sign off on the application.
19. In 2002, the Idaho Legislature adopted the 2000
edition of the Internatiorial Fire Code [IFC]. The law
states the purpose of sections ( § § 41-253 to 41-269) of
the Idaho Code:
[are] to protect human life from fire, and to prevent
Smith Variance Request
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fires. These sections [SS 41-253 to 41-2691 are intended
to prescribe for the safeguarding of life and property
from hazards of fire . . . and from conditions hazardous to
life or property in the use of occupancy of buildings or
premises, and there is hereby adopted the "International
Fire Code," 2000 Edition, with appendices thereto . . . and
such later editions as may be so published and adopted by
the state fire marshal, as the minimum standards for the
protection of life and property from fire and explosions
in the state of Idaho.
20. Idaho Code S 41-253 (1). The state fire marshal [SFM]
adopted the 2003 edition of the International Fire Code
[IEC] effective April 6, 2005. IDAPA 18.01.50.001.02.
21. The SFM is appointed by the Director of the Idaho
Department of Insurance with the approval of the
Governor. His powers and duties include, but are not
limited to, the following:
I. enforce the IFC;
2 , to prescribe regulations in addition to the IFC, "which
may be deemed necessary for the prevention of fires and
protection of life and property, and such regulations are
to be enforced by the [SFMlV;to interpret the regulations
of the provisions of the IFC,
3. appoint, employ, and discharge deputies and other
employees;
4. maintain books and accounts, including a record of all
fires occurring in the state of Idaho and the statistics
relating to each fire;
5 . and, among other duties, is the "chief arson
investigation officer in the state, and shall have the
same responsibility and power in arson investigation
as a county sheriff."
22.
Idaho Code S
41-254 to 41-257. The chief of the
fire department and his or her deputy of every city and
county, or fire protection district organized under Idaho
law, "shall be assistants to the [SFM] in carrying out
the provisions of the [IFC]. . . . " Idaho Code § 41-256.
23. The SFM's duties are conditional, in that he or she
cannot, "interfere at any time in the operation or
administration of any fire department or sheriff's office
except in matters of fire prevention and arson
investigation when requested by the local fire
jurisdiction, sheriffs office or written and signed
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complaint of any person served by the local fire
jurisdiction." Idaho Code 5 41-257.
24. Section 41-254 imposes a duty upon the SFM to
enforce the IFC, and section 41-256 provides that local
fire au~horitiesare the SFM's assistants in enforcement
of the I E G , but that the SFN shall not interfere with the
local operation and administration of any fire department
except in matters of fire prevention and arson except
upon request (Section 41-257).
25, The IFC may be adopted in its entirety or portions
thereof by the state government, or certain provisions cf
the IFC may be adapted to state conditions and policies.
The IFC works along side other applicable codes,
including the building, electricai, mechanical, and
residential codes, among others. The international fire
code uniquely deals with the issues of property access
and fire suppressions issues.
26. Based upon the foregoing, the impact of the adoption
of the IFC is that the IFC is a state-wide minimum
standard and that the local fire jurisdictions have the
right and primary duty to enforce the IEC.
27. Chapter 2, Title 41, Idaho Code, states that the
adoption of the IFC is, "intended to prescribe
regulations consistent with nationally recognized good
practice for the safeguarding of Life and property from
hazards of fire . . . and from conditions hazardous to life
or property in the use or occupancy of buildings or
premises." Idaho Code § 41-253. The IFC does not address
the ownership of property, but it addresses the use of
property for protection of life and property.
28. There is nothing either in Chapter 2, Tide 41, Idaho
Code, IDAPA 18.01.50, or the IFC that restricts the
applicability of the International Fire Code exclusively
to private or public buildings or entities. Further, as
the "minimum standards" for the protection of life and
property from fire and explosions, and "irom conditions
hazardous to life or property in the use or occupancy of
buildings or premises," the International Fire Code is a
universal minimum standard applicable to public and
private buildings and entities through out the state of
Idaho. Idaho Code § 41-253 (1).
29.

...

The Idaho Constitution provides that, "Any county
may make and enforce, within its limits, all such
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LocaL police, sanitary and other regulations as are not
in conflict with its charter or with the general laws."
Idaho Const, art. XII, 5 2.

30. A board of county cormissioners, acting on behalf of
a county, "shall have jurisdiction and power, under such
limitations and restrictions as prescribed by law[,]"
[Idaho Code S 31-801.1 and shall "do and perform all
other acts and things required by Law not in [Chapter 8,
Title 311 enumerated, or which may be necessary to the
full discharge of the duties of the chief executive
authority of the county government." ldaho Code 5 31-838.
31. When it comes to police powers, " [bloth counties and
cities are authorized by art. 12 § 2, of our constitution
to make and enforce police regulations not in conflict
with the general laws." Heck v. Comissioners of Canyon
County, 123 Idaho 826, 828, 853 P.2d 571, 573 (1993).
Further, the board of county commissioners of a county,
nay pass all ordinances and rules and make a11
regulations, not repugnant to law, necessary for carrying
into effect or discharging the power and duties conferred
by the laws of the state of Idaho, and such as are
necessary or proper to provide for the safety, promote
the health and prosperity, improve the morals, peace and
good order, comfort and convenience of the county and the
inhabitants thereof, and for the protection of Goperty
therein.
32. Idaho Code § 31-714. As the foregoing demonstrates,
the counties are empowered generally to discharge the
duties conferred by the Legislature.
33. For instance, with regard to the above, the Idaho
Building Code Act, [the Act] Chapter 41, Title 39, Idaho
Code, provides that local governments, including
counties, are authorized to adopt and enforce building
codes and institute a code enforcement program. Idaho
Code S 39-4116 (1) (See, Idaho Code § 39-4105 (9) State
law requires that a building permit be obtained in
accordance with local government law or ordinance, before
any person can construct, improve, extend, or alter any,
"building, residence or structure in a local government
jurisdiction enforcing building codes." Idaho Code § 394111 (2).

.

34. The Act also requires that the permits be, "governed
by the laws in effect at the time the permit application
is received." Idaho Code § 39-4120(5). In other words,
Smith Variance Request
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the permit is subject to the laws in effect at the time
the application is submitted to the local government.
35. One of those laws in effect is the International
Fire Code [IFC], 2000 edition,, originally adopted by the
Idaho Legislature in 2002 as the, "minimum standards for
the protection of life and property from fire and
explosions in the state of Idaho." Idaho Code S 41253 (1). [The IFC, 2003 edition, was adopted by the state
fire marshal effective April 6, 2005. IDAPA
18.01.50.004.01]. The purpose of adopting the IFC was to,
"prescribe for the safeguarding of life and property . . .
from conditions hazardous to life and property in the use
or occupancy of buildings or premises." Idaho Code S 41253(1) .
36. As the IFC was adopted by the Legislature in 2002 in
section 41-253 and is a law "in effect at the time the
permit application [was] received," it necessarily
follows that any permit application submitted to a local
government since 2002 is subject to the IFC,
37. As the local government ( e l county) must issue
any permit subject to that law, it foLlows that the
county must issue permits in accordance with the
International Fire Code as the minimum standards for
safeguarding life and property.
38. It also follows from the review of the state law
above, that a county may establish certain fire
prevention building and access standards or rules not
contrary to the general laws of the state of Idaho, which
provide for the safety and promote the health of the
inhabitants of the county. Idaho Code § 31-714. [See, in
addition, Idaho Code § 41-256 where it provides that
local fire chiefs, deputies, or fire protection district,
as well as the local county sheriff in the absence of an
organized fire department, "shall be assistant to the
state fire marshal in carrying out the provisions of the
international fire code and such other regulations as set
forth by the fire marshal. "1 .
39. The IFC sets standards for road and driveway width
and steepness on private property where the particular
road or driveway provides fire truck, fire tanker, or
other fire emergency vehicle ["fire apparatus"] access to
any building which can include any fire lane, public
street, private street, and parking lot lane and access
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roadway. IEC S 502.1
40. The IFG sets the staridards for "fire apparatus
access roads," where it states that, "[fire apparatus
access roads shall have ax unobstruc~edwidth of not less
than 20 feet (6096 m m j , .., and an unobstructed vertical
clearance of not less than 13 feet 16 inches (4115 m ) . "
IFG 5 503.2.1
41, The grade of a "fire apparatus access road shall be
within the limits established by the fire code official
based on the fire department's apparatus." IFC $5 503.2.7.
The maximum grade for "fire apparatus access roads shall
not exceed 10 percent." IEC 5 D103.2 (Appendix D).
42. In addition, as your letter noted, this matter
involves the Midvale Fire Protection District which is
located in Washington County. It is important to note
that the board of county comissioners therein has
adopted certain access and grade standards.
43. The Washington County Planning and Zoning office has
set forth a checklist of items that must be addressed
before a building permit has been issued. Among the items
on that checklist at the website, it requires: "Fire
District Approval with Chief signature on application is
required. Also include any additional copies of
supporting documentation provided by Fire District.
44. Building Permit Checklist (emphasis original)]. As
it states in the online brochure entitled, "'Washington
County Rural Lifestyles" it says at page 2:
45. Many large construction vehicles and some fire and
rescue vehicles cannot navigate small, narrow roads. If
you plan to build, it is prudent to check out
construction and emergency vehicle access.
46. The Washington County zoning code cogently states
its purpose is, "to protect and promote the health,
safety, morals, and general welfare of the community."
Wash. County Zoning Ord., 5 5-1-1. On the issuance of a
building permit, the same zoning ordinance states:
47. No building permit for a residence will be issued in
any zone unless the private road or driveway serving the
residence meets standards of chapter 5-3-5 of this code.
. . . All private roads shall have a deeded right of way of
at least sixty fee (60 ) with twenty feet (20*) of
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finished roadway meeting county or road district
standards for road construction, excluding paving, or
must meet standards of the fire department having
jurisdiction, if more stringent.
48. Based upon the foregoing analysis of constitutional
and stare law, as well as local ordinance, it is
incumbent upon local government to abide by the
International Fire Code-as Washington Councy cited
herein-and establish standards such as road and driveway
width and grade in accordance therewith, before issuing a
building permit in accord with its local ordinances and
state law.
49. The standards established by Washington County are
set forth above, but whether a county may exceed the rule
or statutory standard is another question. Clearly, the
county cannot render a law that is contrary to the
general laws of the state of Idaho. Idaho Const art. XII,
§ 2. A county may enact police regulations in accordance
with Article XII, § 2 of the Idaho Constitution, "not in
conflict -with general laws, co-equal with the authority
of the legislature to pass general police laws."
Envirosafe Services of Idaho, Inc. v, Goucty of Owyhee,
112 Idaho 687, 689, 735 P.2d 998, 990 (1987)
(hereinafter, ESI) (citing, Clyde Hess Distributing Go.
v. Bonneville County, 69 Idaho 505, 210 P.2d 798 (1949))
50. Put another way, may a county enact standards
regarding road and driveway width and steepness on
private property that are more restrictive than the IFC?
Idaho law provides that local fire jurisdictions-and
where there is no organized fire department in the
jurisdiction, then the county sheriff-have the authority
to enforce the IFC. Idaho Code S 41-255. If a local
ordinance is in direct conflict with a state law or rule,
or where the state of Idaho has acted in a legal area in
such a pervasive manner, then the local ordinance or rule
is preempted by state law. ESI, 112 Idaho at p. 689, 735
P.2d at p. 998.
53,

52. However, as in this matter, the state depends upon
the local fire jurisdiction and, under some circumstances
the sheriff, to enforce the IFC; and as the IFC
establishes "minimum" standards for the state of Idaho,
it appears reasonable to conclude that the state did not
intend to preempt standards that exceeded the minimum
standards as established by the I F C . See, also, Heck v .
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53. The state of Idahs has preempted the field regarding
IFC minimum standards, but a county has the auth~rityto
establish standards and rules regarding road and driveway
width and steepness on private property that exceed the
standards set forth in the IFC.

54. As noted above, building permits are required before
"constrilction, irrLorcvement,
extecsion or alteration
any,
of any building . . . in a local government jurisdiction
enforcing building codes, without first procuring a
permit in accordance aith the applicable ordinance or
ordinances of the local government." Idaho Code S 394111 (2). Further, counties are empowered ro enact local
building code enforcement programs. Idaho Code 9 39-4116.
55. Washington County has adopted standards stating
therein that no building permit shall be issued unless a
private roadway or driveway has a "deeded right of way of
at least sixty (60') feet with twenty feet (20') of
finished roadway meeting county or road district
>tandards,. . . or must meet standards ~f the fire
department having jurisdiction, if more stringent. Wash.
County Zoning Ord. §§ 5-3-4.D & 5-3-5.B.l (emphasis
.:ere) .

56. Fire protection districts have been empowered to
enforce the IFC, [Idaho Code § 31-14171, and building
permits issued by the county, "shall be governed by the
laws in effect at the time of the pernit application is
received, [Idaho Code 5 39-4116(5)IIH which includes the
international fire code. Further, with regard to the
Washington County ordinance cited above, the county may
condition issuance of any building permits to compliance
with fire district roadway, driveway, and grade standards
within the county.
57. In the event Washington County chose to waive its
road standards and allow the applicant to construct a
roadway with less than a 20 foot driving surface, it
cannot grant a variance to the standards required by the
Midvale Fire District.

58. That the granting of the variance will be in
conflict with the spirit and intent of the comprehensive
plan for the county since it is the purpose stated in the

Smith Variance Request
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plan to require ingress and egress that protects
emergency response.

59. There are no exceptional or extraordinary
circumstances or conditions applicable to the property
causing undue hardship which if the variance is denied
will result in:
a. Undue loss in value of the property.
b.
Inability to preserve the property rights
of the owner*
60. The underlying reason giving rise to the need for a
variance was caused by the owner's actions, The
Applicant was notified that the signature of the Nidvale
Fire Chief approving the road would be required before a
building permit would be issued. The applicant was also
informed by the Nidvale Fire Chief of the road
requirements, The applicant chose to ignore the
information provided by the Midvale Fire chief.
61. The agencies that provide services to the area were
notified of the request. Notice was published in both
the Weiser Signal American and the Upper Country News
Reporter. Property owners entitled to notice were
notified of the hearing by mail. Notice was posted on
the property.
62. The public hearing which was scheduled by the
Commission for October 16, 2007 was continued until
November 20, 2007 to obtain comment from the
representatives of the Nidvale Fire District. The
Midvale Fire District opposed the Applicant's request.
63. Other than the Midvale Fire District, no other permit
issuing state or local agency has expressed an objection
to the proposal as submitted by the applicant.
PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
64. The property is located at 2852 Farm to Market Road,
Midvale, Washington County, Idaho. The property is
described more specifically as: PARCEL NUMBER: RP13N 03W
351400.

CONCLUSIONS
Smith Variance Request
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65, The burden of establishing justification for a
variance is on the applicant. The applicant has not met
his burden and based upoc the forgoing findings, the
Board concludes that the request for a variance should be
denied.
ORDER

66. For the reasons set forth in the FINDINGS OF FACT and
in the CONCLUSIONS, it is hereby ordered that the appeal
of DAVID D. SMITH for a variance is hereby denied and the
decision of the Washington County Planning and Zoning
Gomission is affirmed.

ALTERNATIVES
67. The applicant may formally petition the Midvale Fire
District for a variance.

68. Any adversely affected person may appeal this
decision to the District Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of Idaho, in and for Washington
County, Idaho, in the manner and time limits as provided
by law.
69. Approved by the Board of County Commissioners for
Washington County, Idaho, this J ~ d a y of
I
2008.

V o t e d

Aye

b

Nay

Board of County Commissioners
Washington County, Idaho

ATTEST:

Washington County, Clerk

Smith Variance Request
M E N D E D F I N D I N G S O F FA
C O N C L U S I O N S AND O R D E R
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CLERK'S CEWTlFlCATE OF SERVICE

I, the undersigned deputy clerk, do hereby certify that on the 5thday of May,
2008, that I mailed andlor hand delivered a true, complete and correct copy of the
AMENDED FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS AND ORDER IM THE MATTER OF
THE APPLICATION OF DAVID D. SMITH as required by Court Order in CV 2008-01316
DAVID D. SMITH -vs-VVASHINGTON COUNTY, et al to the following:

R. Brad Masingill
Attorney at Law
PO Box 467
Weiser ID 83672

(hand-delivered)

Charles R. Kroll
Washington County Prosecuting Attorney

(hand-delivered)

SHARON WlDNER
Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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TnTTHE DISTRICT COURT OF THE T H I m JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHMGTOX

DAVID D. SMITH,
Plaintiff,
VS.
WASHWGTON COUNTY, IDAHO and its
Comissioners, Rick Michael, Roy Mink,
and Mike Hopl<ins,all acting in their capacity
issioners of Washington County, Idaho,

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

CASE NO. CV-08- 1316
ORDER AND
SCHEDULTNG ORDER

)

1

Defendants.

Appearances: Brad Masingill for Plaintiff
Charles Kroll for Defendants

This matter came on for hearing on the Plaintiff's Motion for Mandamus on May 27,
2008. After reviewing the pleadings on file herein and upon consideration of the presentations of
the parties, it is clear that as there is an alternative remedy at law, mandamus relief is not
appropriate at this tirne. It is likewise apparent that this matter was intended as a petition for

ORDER AND SCHEDULING ORDER - 1

000058

judicial review on appeal from the action of the Washington County Board of Commissioners.
Therefore:
IT IS HEWBY O m E E D that the Motion filed herein be deemed an appeal and that
the memorandum submitted by the Plaintiff/Petitiormer in suppoa thereof be deemed the
Petitioner's Brief.
IT IS FURTHER O m E W D that within twent-y-eight (28) days of the filing of this
Order, the Respondents' brief(s) must be filed with copies served upon the Petitioner; and that
within twenty-one (21) days of service of the Respondent's brief, a reply brief, if any, must be
filed with copies served upon Respondent;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court shall serve copies of this Order
upon counsel for all parties.
'This appeal may be decided upon the briefs and without oral argument in the absence of
an objection from either party.
FAILUFS TO SUBMIT BRIEFS WITHIN THE AFORESAID TIME PERIOD OR
FAILURE TO SHOW CAUSE WHY BRIEFS HAVE NOT BEEN SUBMITED WITHIN THE
PROPER TIME PERIOD WILL WSULT IN DISMISSAL OF THE APPEAL WITH
PREJUDICE.

DATE

/

ORDER ABD SCHEDULING ORDER - 2

~ i G r i cJudge
t

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEWBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoilig Order was
forwarded to the following persons on this

R. Brad Masingill
P.O. Box 467
Weiser, ID 83672
Charles Kroll
P.O. Box 367
Weiser, ID 83672
Appeals Clerlc
Washington County Courthouse
Weiser, ID 83672

ay of

,2008:

IN THE DISTHCT C O m T OF THE TE-IXW JUDICIAL, DISTRICT OF
TEE STATE OF IDAHO, Ti\J AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHPNGTON

DAVID D. SMITH,
PlaintiWAppellant,
VS.
WASHINGTON COUNTY, IDAHO and its
Comissioners, Rick Michael, Roy Minlc, and
Mike Hopkins, all acting in their capacity as
Comissioners of Washhgton County, Idaho,

1
)

1
1
1
1

1
1

CASE NO. CV-2008- 1316

mMORANDUM DECISION

AND ORDER

)

1
)

Appearances :
Brad Masingilt fox the Appellant
Charles Kroll and Bert Osborn for the Defendants
Background :
In July, 2006, Plaintiff David Smith (Smith) purchased a parcel of land in rural
Washington County, Idaho, within the boundaries of the Midvale Fire District.

Sometime

thereafter Smith was informed by the County that before building a house on the property, he
was required to obtain a building permit. He was further informed that as part of that process,
M E M O W D U M DECISION
AND ORDER

approval of the local f ~ district
e
was required. Smith built a driveway with a sixteen foot width
to provide access his house. W i l e Weiser and Cmbridge fire districts allow driveways of that
width, Midvale requires a twenty foot width, and thus refused to give approval for the building
pertnit,
Aficr a lengthy delay during which the County took no action on the application for a
building permit, this Court ordered the Commissioners to enter a final decision with respect to
Smith's application. A decision was then entered denying both Smith's initial application and
his application for a variance.
Issues On A~peal:
1. Whether the denial of a building permit andlor variance falls within I.C.
5279(3).

5

67-

2. Whether a substantial right of the Plaintiff has been violated.

Decision:
The Local Land Use Planning Act (LLUPA) grants the right of judicial review to persons
who have applied for a permit required or authorized under LLUPA and were denied the permit
or aggrieved by the decision on the application for the permit. I.C. (j 67-6519; Highlands

Development Corp. v. City of Boise, 188 P.3d 900, 903 (2005). For purposes of judicial review
of LLUPA decisions, a local agency making land use decisions, such as the Board, is treated as a
government agency under DAPA. Id. at 508,148 P.3d 1247, 148 P.3d at 1254.; Neighbors for a

Healthy Gold Fork v. Valley County, 176 P.3d 126,131 (2007).
The standard of review is set forth in Idaho Code 5567-5279(3), which states that a
reviewing court shall affum the agency action unless the agency's findings or conclusions: (a)
MEMORANDUM DECISION
A m ORDER

violate statutory or constitutional provisions; (b) exceed the agency's statutory authority; (c) are
made upon unlawhl procedure; (d) are not supported by substantial evidence; or (e) arc
arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. rMcCoy v. State, D q t . ofHealfh and Wefive, 127
Idaho 792, 907 P.2d 110 (1995); Sprelzger, Grubb & Associates, Inc., 127 Idaho 576, 903 P.2d
741 (1995); Wilfigv. Sfate, Dept. ofHealth & Werare, 127 Idaho 259, 899 P.2d 969 (1995).
Notwithstanding these provisions, however, a court reviewing an administrative decision
pursuant to the W A may reverse or remand for fwher proceedings onIy if substantial rights of
the appellant have been prejudiced. I.C. $67-527914); Je@rson County v. Eastern Idaho

Regional Mdical Center, 127 Idaho 495, 497, 903 P.2d 84, 86 (1995). Hence, review of a
zoning board decision under I.C.

67-5279 is a two-tiered process. The party attacking the

zoning board's action must illustrate that the agency erred in a m m e r specified in I.G.

9

67-

5279(3), and that a substantial right of that party has been prejudiced. Angstman v. City oJBoise,
128 Idaho 575,577-578,917 P.2d 409,411 - 412 (Ct.App.1996).
Upon review of this case, this Court concludes that the procedural course of this case is in
shambles. Documents were lost, hearings advertised and not held, procedures not followed, and
the like. Sifting through the hodgepodge, this Court was able to determine the following:
In this case, Washington County Code 5-2-1 provides a minimum width for private
driveways that serve two or more houses. There is no code that addresses the minimum width
for a driveway providing access to only one house, as is the case here.
The county asserts that the minimum twenty foot width requirement of the Midvale Fire
District comes from the requirements of the International Fire Code (IFC). The 2000 edition of
the CFC was adopted by the legislature in 2002 in I.C. $41-253-259. The County asserts that the
IFC clearly requires a twenty foot minimum width. I-Iowever, the evidence presented indicates
MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER

that there is confusion and a lack of uniformity between the fire districts within Washington
County as to the intel-pretation and application of the IFC. This conflict in combination with the
actions of the Commissioners in failing to hold the required hearings and failing to maintain
documentation, leads to the condusion that the decisions to deny the permit and variance are not
only not supported by substantial evidence, but are likewise arbitrary and capricious and an
abuse of discretion.
Moreover, This Court finds that the failure of the board and the commissioners to follow
proper procedures as well as their failure to evaluate the applications for a permit and for a
variance upon a non-conflicting standard did result in the violation of a substantial right of the
landowner, Smith. See Lane Xatzch Parlnership v. City ofSun Valley, 175 P.3d 776 (2007); See

Also Lane Ratzch Partnership v. City ofSun Valley, 144 Idaho 5 84, 166 P.3d 374 (2007).

ORDER

IT IS IEIEmBY ORDERED THAT the decisions of the Board of County
Commissioners to deny the building permit and the variance are REVERSED and this matter is
REMANDED for entry of a permit andor variance.

A

DATE

Stephen W. Drescher
District Judge

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER

CERTEIGATE OX: SERVICE

I HEmE3Y CERTIFY that a true md corre
the foEollowing persons on this
day of

R. Brad Masingill
P.O. Box 467
Weiser, ID 83672
Charles Kroll
P.O. Box 367
Weiser, ID 83672
Appeals Clerk
Washington County Courthouse
Weiser, LD 83672

MEMORANDUM DECISION
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foregoing Order was fonnrarded to
,2009:

1

R. B U D MASINGILL
Attorney at Law
27 W. Commercial Street
P.O. Box 467
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Telephone #1(208)414-0665
Fax #1(208)414-0490

2

5
6
7

IN THE DXSTNCT COURT OF TEE STATE OF IDAHO

I

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASmNGTON

DAVID D. SMITH,
)

Plaintiff,

1

vs.

WASITINGTON COUNTY, IDAHO
and its Commissioners,
Rick Michael, Roy Mink, and
Mike ITopkins, all acting in their
capacity as Commissioners of
Washington County, Idaho,
19

11

Defendants.

1
1

AFFIDAVIT OF R. BRAD
MSINGILL IN SUPPORT
OF PLAINTIFF" MOTION
FOR ENTRY OF AN AWARD
OF ATTOWEY'S F'EES AND COSTS

1
1
)
)

1

STATE OF IDAHO
) ss.

COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

I

1

AFFIDAVIT OF R. BRAD MASINGILL
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
080066
MOTION

2

1l/
11

1.

That your A E m t is the ammey of record for the Plaintiff, David D. Srnith

(hereinafter Smith).

2.

?hat the following itemization of attorney's fees and costs is submitted pursuant

to IRCP 54(d)(5).

3.

lo

l2
l3

1
I
II

1

Attornev's Fees:

That to the best of your Afiant's knowledge and belief the

following itemization is a tme arid accurate recital of your Affiant's actual time and
services rendered to David D. Smith in this cause:
a.

Attornev Pees and Costs from Attorney, R. Brad Masingill.

See

attached Exhibit A (8-7-06 though 9- 18-08 re attorney's fees of $22,9 10) and
Exhibit B (2-29-08 though 9-12-08 re costs of $373.32). Arnount requested is

4. Total Costs (As a Matter of Right and Discretionam.

That

the total

on

Exhibit "B" is $373.32, which is the total of all the costs to date.

5. M W D Costs were Reasonable and Necessary:

reasonable and necessary for filing the complaint, obtaining and reviewing the

21

Midvale Rural Fire District's (hereinafter MRFD) bylaws, minutes, and actions

22
23
24

That the costs incurred were

/I
I/

relative to the driveway widths. The MRFD documents were necessary to review
prior to the filing of the Complaint in order to determine if the MRFD needed to be
joined in the action against the County, and were discovered when one of the

AFFIDAVIT OF R. BRAD MASINGILL
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION
808067

meetings with the

D were conducted as per the direction of the C o m v of

Washingon.

6.

:

This cost wm reasonable and neGessary to give to the

Sheriff3post decision, to attempt to force the County to abide by the Court's decision.

That this Affidavit is being submitted

7.

pursmt to Idaho Code 12-120, Idaho Code 12-121, and Idaho Code 12-117, for
aMorney fees, for costs pursuant to LRCP 54(d)(l), IRCP 54(d)(5), for attorney fees
pursuant to IRCP 54(e)(1), IRCP 54(e)(5), and as an item of costs under IRCP
54(e)(l) and IRCP 54(e)(5).

8. This Affidavit is further submitted against the Defendant, Washington County.

9. Your AEant was retained to represent the Plaintiff, David D. Smith at the agreed
hourly rate of $200.00.

10. That such rate is reasonable based upon the experience and expertise of your Mfiant.

11. The time set forth herein was actually spent on this case and the amount is reasonable
based on the issues involved, the experience and expertise of your Mfiant, and for the
issues involved in the suit filed by Plaintiff.

II

12. That the County of Washington presented no facts nor law to support its position.
AFFIDAVIT OF R. BRAD MASINGILL
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION

11

1

13. The County of W a s h g o n lost on each and every defenses it pled, and the Plaintiff
was the clearly the prevailing party.

/I

5
6

14. The costs are reasonable and necessary for the prosecution of this action. The costs
and fees were incurred and were directly and proximately caused by the frivolous

1I

defense by the County of Was&@on.

8
15. The present case was not the type of case widely desirable by the Plaintiff's bar
9

I
1
1
1

because of the small town outside issues and because it was against a County

lU

l2
l3

govement. However, given the measonable position taken by the County
throughout the case, it deserved to be brought, not only for the Plaintiff, but for those
other residents who are unable to fund the fight.

Dated this

Le

day of September, 2008.

n

Attorney for David D. Smith, Plaintiff

AFFIDAVIT OF R. BRAD MASINGILL
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION

before me this

l k " day of September,

Residing at: Weiser, Id
My commission expires:

1

i

2
3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

4

5
6
7

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit of
Attorney's Fees and Costs by Counsel for Plaintiff was served this / B a y of
September, 2008, by the method indicated below to the following person(s):

8
9
10
11
12

13

Charles R. Kroll
Prosecuting Attorney
Washington County, Idaho 83672
P. 0. Box 367
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Bert L. Osborn
P. 0. Box 158
Payette, Idaho 83661

14
15

16

17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
AFFIDAVIT OF R. BRAD MASINGILL
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION

8830071

rage:
Account Inquiry - Billed Transactions

Client #
Name
Matter:

l l lU002
Smith, Dave
Driveway

Resp Lawyer
File Type

1 Brad Masingill
16 Real Estate

m
PLAINTIFF'S

-

TIME DETAILS
Initials Datc
Description
RBM
08107R006Email communication withlfrom Ed Meyer re driveway and Midvale City
inspector (4x1

B/NB
B

RBM

08/14/2006Conferenu: with client

Hours
0.20

Fees
40.00

Balance
40.00

B

0.60

120.00

160.00

Audit Status
220
*I
220

*1

RBM

08/28R006Conference with client

B

1.OO

200.00

360.00

40

*I

RBM

02/01~007Conferencewith client

B

1.OO

200.00

560.00

980

*2

RBM

04/05/200TReview of Document(s) Letter from White to Horton

B

0.05

10.00

570.00

999

*2

RBM

04116R007E-mail correspondence with Carl Glarborg

B

0.05

10.00

580.00

691

*I

RBM

04116R007E-mail correspondence with Bert Osborn

B

0.10

20.00

600.00

691

*I

691

*1

691

*1

RBM

04/16/2007Conferencewith client

B

1.50

300.00

900.00

RBM

04117R007Preparation of Document(s)- Release and Disclaimer

B

0.50

100.00

1000.00

RBM

04/17/2007E-mail correspondence with Dave Smith (3x)

B

0.15

30.00

RBM

04/19/2007Email wmmunication with Bert Osbom

RBM

04L2OR007E-mail Communication with client (2x)

-

-1030.00

-

--.

792

*11

k L 3 ~ ~ 4 / 2 & % - m a&rrespondence
~
with Dave Smith ( 4 3
RBM
04/30/2007EmsiI Communication with client (3x)
RBM

05/0112007E-mail Communication with client

RBM

05103ROOXonfkrence wiLh client

B

1 .OO

200.00

RBM

05/03/2007E-mail Co~nmunicationwith client

B

0.05

10.00

1350.00
1360.00

724
796

*1
*1

RBM

05103R007Revision of Release

RBM

05/04/2007Preparation of Docun~ent(s)-Letter to Osbom

RBM

05104R007E-mail Communication with client

RBM

05106R007E-mail Communication with client

RBM

05107~007Revisionof Memorandum and research of Wa County Code and cases
interpreting it

B

42 0

840.00

2900.00

721

*l

RBM

05107R007E-mail Communication with client (2x)

B

0.10

20.00

2910.00

793

*1

RBM

0511012007Revision of Letter to Osborn and legal research re corporate status

B

0.45

90.00

3000.00

737

*I

RBM

0511 OR007Preparation of letter to P and Z

B

0.20

40.00

3040.00

808

*I

RBM

05114/2007Preparation of Document(s)- Freedom of Information Act request to the
Midvale Fire Protection District

B

0.95

190.00

3230.00

760

*1

RBM

0511512007Email communication withlfiom Ed Meyer

B

0.05

10.00

3240.00

759

*I

RBM

0511 5/2007Conference with client, review of material and prepare for hearing, attend
hearing

B

3.20

640.00

3880.00

759

*I

RBM

0511 6/2007E-mail Communication with client (3x)

B

0.15

30.00

3910.00

796

*1

Date: 09/18/2008

R Brad Masingill, P.A.

Page: 2

-

Acconnt Inquiry Billed Transactions

Client #
Name
Matter:

-

1112/002
Smith, Dave
Driveway

Resp Lawyer
File Type

1 Brad Masingill
16 Real Estate

-

TIME DETAILS
lnitials Date
Description
05117R007E-mail Communication with client (l5x)
RBM

RBM

05RlROOTelephone conference with client

RBM

05RlR007E-mail Communication with client

RBM

05RlR007Legal Research n lDAPA mles and statutes

RBM

05RX007E-mail Communication withclient (l5x)

RBM

05R3R007E-mail Communication with client (2x)

RBM

05R9R007E-mail Communication with client

RBM

05/31R007E-mail Communication with client (7x)

RBM

OU05R007Conference with client

RBM

06105R007E-mail Communication with client

RBM

06/06/200Telephone conference with Jeff Bash, email with client

RBM

06/06/2007Prcparation of Document(s)- Revision of statutes and comments from Dave

Hours
0.75

Fees
150.00

Balance
4060.00

B

1.45

290.00

438x00

807

BINB
B

Audit Status
*I
796

*I

06/07/2007BILLED # 1
RBM

06/08/2007E-mail correspondence with Lawrence Denny

RBM

06/08/2007Preparation of Document(s)- letter to Demey, preparation of Exhibit A, and
conference with ckient

RBM

06/13/'2007Hearing and Travel -Fire Commissioners mecting -at F i Hall

RBM

06/13R007Review of Document(s) and preparation for meeting

B

1.OO

200.00

1690.00

2523

*2

RBM

06Lll/'2007Preparation of Document(s)- Letter to Midvale Fire Protection District

B

0.35

70.00

1760.00

1025

*2

RBM

07/09/200Telephone conference with client

B

0.40

80.00

1840.00

1280

*2

RBM

0711 7R007Email with Client

B

0.05

10.00

1850.00

2507

"2

RBM

07L20R007Email with Client

B

0.05

10.00

1860.00

2507

*2

RBM

07h3R007Conference with clients, preparation of revisions to handout, and hearing with
Commissioners

B

4.30

860.00

2720.00

1365

*2

RBM

08I13R007Conference with client

B

1.OO

200.00

2920.00

2505

*2

RBM

08/20R007E-mail correswndence with Skip Smyser

B

0.05 .

10.00

2930.00

1714

*2

RBM

08/21R007E-mail comspondence with Dave Smith

B

0.05

10.00

2940.00

2503

*2

RBM

08/2312007Email with Skip Smyser(3x)

RBM

09113R007Conference with Client

RBM

01118/2008Email with client

B

1.50

300.00

3520.00

2502

*2

RBM

01R1R008Email with Client (3x)

RBM

01/22n008Letter to Bert Osborn

VM

01RY2008Conference with Commissioners and Client

Account Inquiry - Billed Transactions

Name
Matter:

-

File Type

16 Real Estate

B

0.05

10.00

3530.00

2517

*2

B

0.80

160.00

3950.00

2376

*2

2477

*2

Smith, Dave
Driveway

TIME DETAILS

RBM

Oll2SR008W1l with client

RBM

OZPL5RO08Preparatjon 1st and 2nd Draft of the Complaint

RBM

OU28R008Revision of Complaint, prepararion of Summons, email to client

--

RBM

02/28R008Email with client

B

0.05

10.00

3960.00

RBM

0209L2008Lctterto Clitnt, Court, and Kroll

B

035

70.00

4030.00

2493

*2

RBM

03/19/UfOSReviewof Arswu

RBM

03/26/UfOEmail wc-e

WM

03127R008Pnparation of Document($- Notice of Hearing

B

0.50

100.00

4190.00

2494

*2

RBM

04I04l2008E-mail Conununication with client

B

0.05

10.00

5900.00

2374

*2

RBM

04107l2008E-rnaiI 6omDavid Smith and Revision of Affidavit
0411 IROO&rnail with dimt

RBM

with Smith Dave

04114ROOSCourt Hearing re motion, conference with client, review of Objection by Kroll, B
Affidavit 6orn Kroll, review of code sections and prepare for hearing

000074

Account Inquiry - Billed Transactions

Client #
Name
Matter:

-

Resp Lawyer
File Type

11 121002
Smith, Dave
Driveway

1 Brad Masingill
16 Real Estate

TIME DETAILS

and Kroll

RBM

0411GR008Email with client I-land C a w Order to Court and Chuck

RBM
RBM

04RlR008email with client (3x)

RBM

04/25ROO&mail with client (3x)

- RBM

04/28R008email with client (2x)

D M

05102R008Letter to client, clerk, and Kroll

B

0.15

B

0.05

30.00

6600.00

2473

"rZ

6830.00

2472

*2

0 4 ~ 0 0 8 e m a iwith
l client (3x)

10.00

.--

RBM

05105R008Review of Amended Smith Variance Decision

RBM

05lOGR008E-mail fiom David Smith (3 x) and review of attachments

RBM

05lMI2008Conference with Dave and Angie

RBM

05/MLZOOSFirst Drafl of Meluorandun~in Response to Findings

RBM

0510712008En1ail wilt1 Client (2x), Legal Researc

RBM

051081200SE-mail fionl David Smith.

B

0.05

8180.00

2500

*2

10.00

8190.00

2407

*2

8190.00)

05114R008BILLED #2

B

( 40.95)

RBM

05RIR008Work and legal research on Memorandum

B

4.50

900.00

0.00
900.00

2524
2679

*2
*6

RBM

05121R008E-mail fiom David Smith.

B

0.05

10.00

910.00

2679

*6

RBM

05R2PL008E-mail correspondence with Dave Smith

B

0.05

10.00

920.00

2679

*6

RBM

05122PL008Work on Memorandum

B

5.65

1130.00

2050.00

2679

*6

5.90

1180.00

3230.00

2679

*6

RBM

05R3I2008Work on Memorandum, legal research, preparation of Affidavit, Motion,
Memorandum (3 drafts), conference with clients and review and revision of
documents; Preparation of letter to Court, Client and Kroll

B

(

'

R Brad Masingill, P.A.

Date: 09/18/2008

Page: 5

-

Account Inquiry Billed Transactions

Client #
Name
Matter:

Resp Lawyer
File Type

1112f002
Smith, Dave
Driveway

1 Brad Masingill
16 Real Estate

-

TIME DETAILS
Initials Date
Description
RBM 05R7/2008Court Hearing

BmB
B

Hours
1.25

Fecs
250.00

Balance
3490.00

RBM

05R7R008Conferencewith Clients

B

0.50

100.00

3580.00

3339

*6

RBM

05L3OR008Reviewof Document@)Order and Scheduling Order.

B

0.05

10.00

3590.00

3335

*6

RBM

06/05R008E-mail wmspondence with Client

RBM
RBM

06R4n008E-mail Communication with client
06R4R008Review of Document@) Defendant's Brief and look up citations

B
B

0.05
0.05

10.00
10.00

3600.00
3610.00

3340
3333

*6
*6

,

Audit Status
2679
*6

B

125

250.00

3860.00

3333

*6

0.05

10.00

3870.00

3332

*6

RBM

07101R008E-mail Communication with client

B

RBM

07107R008E-mail Communication with client

B

0.05

10.00

3880.00

3332

*6

RBM

07108R008E-mail Communication with client

B

0.05

10.00

3890.00

3039

*6

WM

07109R008E-mail Commun~ktionwith client

B

0.05

10.00

3930.00

3032

*6

RBM

07109ROO~elephoneconference with client

RBM

07/10/2008E-mail Communication with client

B

0.05

10.00

3950.00

3033

'6

RBM

07/1OR008Preparationof Document(?.)- Legal research and additions to Memorandum

B

2.90

580.00

4530.00

3349

*6

RBM
RBM

0711 lR008Preparation of letter to Court, client, and Kroll
0711 1/2008Preparationof Document(s)- Final draft of Memorandum and research

B
B

0.15
2.10

30.00
420.00

4560.00
4980.00

3%TP*63348
'6

RBM

07R5R008Prcoarationof ietter to client

B

0.05

10.00

4990.00

3332

*6

RBM

07R5R008Preparationof Document(s> Stipulation and Order re No Oral Argument

B

0.45

90.00

5080.00

3341

'6

RBM

08121R008E-mail Communication with client and wntact Court for update

B

0.05

10.00

5100.00

3347

*6

P M

09/04/2008E-mail Communication with client

B

0.05

10.00

51 10.00

3346

'6

-

R Brad Masingill, P . k
!

Page: 6

Account Inquiry - Billed Transactions
-

Client #
Name
Matter:

-

- - --

-

-

--

11 121002
Smith, Dave
Driveway

-

-

-

-

Resp Lawyer
File Type

-

-

-

-

-

-

I Brad Masingill
16 Rcal Estate

-

TIME DETAILS
Initials Date
Description
RBM
091091200STelephoneconference with client

BmB
B

Hours
0.45

Fees
90.00

Balance
5200.00

RBM

09/1012008Conferencewith clients, go to Courthouse, telephone calls to all parties,
emails to and fium clients and Osbom, review of decision, legal research re
attorneys fees and costs, work on getting building permit

B

6.45

1290.00

6490.00

3326

'6

RBM

0911 IROOSTeiephone conferences with all parties, telephone conference with Sheriff,
emails with client, work on getting building permit for ctient, research of
s Defendants failure to follow order
contempt ~ l e for

B

3.60

720.00

7210.00

3325

'6

RBM

W112ROOSTelephoneconference with client, Chuck, and Rick Michaels

B

0.50

100.00

7310.00

3324

*6

RBM

09112R008Rcviewof Document(s) -Letter from Sharon Widner re oublic records resuest.

B

0.05

10.00

7320.00

3324

'6

%BM

09/13z01(Legd-&&h

B

2.00

400.00

7720.00

3345

*6

540.00

8260.00

3345

*6

re Idaho Code 12-117

Audit Status
3343
*6

RBM

09114R008Preparation of Document@)- 1st Draft Memorandum in Support of Motion
for Attorney's fees and costs

B

2.70

RBM

09115R008Preparation of Document(s)- Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs

B

0.45

90.00

8350.00

3330

'6

RBM

091I5R008PreparaLion of Docurnent(s)- Affidavit of Costs

B

0.60

120.00

8470.00

3330

*6

RBM

09/15/2008Preparation of Document(s)- Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for
Attorneys Fees and Costs

B

1.10

220.00

8690.00

3330

*6

RBM

09115ROOWevisionof and preparation of final Affidavit of Costs

B

0.25

50.00

8740.00

3330

'6

RBM

09115R008Preparation of letter to client

B

0.05

10.00

8750.00

3331

*6

RBM

09115R008Preparation of Document(s)- 2nd Draft of Memorandum and review of
Motion to Reconsider

B

1.50

300.00

9050.00

3345

*6

RBM

W115R008E-mail Communication with client

B

0.05

10.00

9060.00

3346

'6

RBM

0911612008E-mail Communication with client

B

0.05

10.00

9070.00

3346

'6

RBM

09117R008E-mailCommunication with client

B

0.05

10.00

9080.00

3346

*6

RBM

09/18/2008Preparation of Document@)-Final draft of Memorandum, calculate costs and
attorney's fees, preparation of attachments to Affidavits and Memorandum

B

2.80

560.00

9640.00

3345

*6

RBM

09/18/2008Conference with client

B

1.OO

200.00

9840.00

3346

*6

0911812008BILLED#6

B

( 49.20)

9840.00)

0.00

3359

'6

(

Account Inquiry - Billed Transactions

Client #
Name
Matter:

11121002
Smith, Dave
Driveway

TOTAL BILLABLE
TOTAL NON BILLABLE

Resp Lawyer
File Type

1 Brad Masingill
16 Real Estate

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

--

-

EXPENSE DETAILS --------------------y
Initials Date
Code
Description
Reference
RBM
08/20/2007 101
Copying Copies o f Midvale Fire District Fifes
RBM

Sum advanced for filing fees Sum advan~edfor filing fees

0212912008 FF

Amount
184.22

Balance
184.22

Tax1
0.00

Tax2

Audit Status
1748
*2

88.00

272.22

0.00

2324

*2

272.22)

0.00

0.00

2524

*2

- Complaint
05/1412008

RBM

BILLED #2

(

09/10/2008 112

Sum Advance for Certified Copy

0911812008

BILLED #6

C J ~ f ipd
j
Initials Date

Reference

TOTAL

re:

L)QIT,~-

RBM

05/13/2008 1 169

Description
BILLED # I -ACCOUNT RENDERED
Payment on account-FROM: Payment on account
Reversal Payment on account-Reversal FROM:

RBM
RBM
RBM
RBM
RBM
RBM

05/14/2008 1305
09/18/2008 1340
09/18/20081340
09/18/20081341
09/18/2008 1341
09118/20081342

Reversal Payment on account
BILLED # 2-ACCOUNT RENDERED
BILLED # 3-ACCOUNT RENDERED
REERSED BILL # 3-INVOICE REVEtiSAL
BILLED # 4-ACCOUNT RENDERED
REVERSED BILL # 4-INVOICE REVERSAL
BILLED # 6-ACCOUNT RENDERED
TOTAL

(

Fees
4880.00
4880.00)
4880.00

DisMTaxes
0.00
0.00
0.00

Balance
4880.00
0.00
4880.00

22910.00

275.72

23185.72

Audit Status
813
*I
1186
*1
2487
*I

I

R. B U D MASINGILL
Attorney at Law
27 W, Commercial Street
P.O. Box 46'7
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Telephone #1(208)414-0665
Fax #1(208)414-0490
Email:

IN THE DISTHDCT COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
8

TN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

9

C v - a o o o~1 3 I 6
Plaintiff,
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL

l3

14

I1

1
VS.

?

WASmNGTON COUNTY, IDAHO
and its Commissioners,
Rick Michael, Roy Mink, and
Mike Hopkins, all acting in their
capacity as Gommissioners of
Washington County, Idaho,

15
16
17

RE: COSTS

Defendants.

1

)

)

1

i
1

STATE OF IDAHO
) ss.

COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

R. Brad Masingill, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1.

That your Affiant is the attorney of record for the Plaintiff, David D. Smith
(hereinafter Smith); and

I

Affidavit of Costs

2.

That the following is an allocation of the costs previously submiMed pursuant to

IRCP 54(d)(5); and
3.

Matter of Ripbt:

That the followhg is an itemization of the costs as a matter

of right (IRCP 54(d)(l)(C) from E&bit B:

a.

Service Fees

b.

Filing Fees:
1.

4.

$

Complaint-ck ## 13815

c.

Fee for confoming m d cerlifyJng
Judgment (cash)

d.

Costs paid by client
filing fee re variance

Discretionary Costs:That the following are an itemization of the costs as a
54(d)(l)(D) from Exhibit B:

matter of discretion (IRCP
a.

Copying expense:

1.

6- 15-07 Sum Advanced for copy
of Midvale Rural Fire District
Files ck# 13512

5.

Total of costs as a matter of right:

6.

Total of discretionary costs:

7.

Total Costs

Dated this

/I

-0-

Affidavit of Costs

0bo080

$184.22

1pd- day of September, 2008.

SUDSCNBED AND SWORN TO before me this

&
- day of September, 2008.

Residing at: Weiser, Idaho
My commission expires

ffidavit of Costs

&*/\*a3

&*"<"

tg$

c@@a

&&

i
6

I

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit of Costs by

P

Counsel for Plaintiff was served this1 d a y of September, 2008, by the method indicated below
to the following person(s):

Charles R. &oll
Prosecuting Attorney
Washington County, Idaho 83672
P. 0. Box 367
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Bert L. Osborn
P. 0. Box 158
Payette, Idaho 8366 1

Affidavit of Costs

COSTS

Filkg Fee, Complaint
Ce&iEcation and conform Judgment

Discretionam Costs: Exhibit B

Copying Expense:
(Midvale Rural Fire Dept Files)
Costs paid by client: Exhibit B

Request for variance

TOTAL COSTS

R. B
MkSINGILL
Attorney at Law
27 W. Commercial Street
P.O. Box 467
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Telephone #1(208)414-0665
Pax #1(208)414-0490
Email: bmasinrrill@,hotmail.eom

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE S T A m O F IDANO
IN

FOR THE COtTNTY OF WAS

DAVID D. SMITH,
Plain tiff,

W A S r n G T O N COUNTY, IDAHO
and its Commissioners,
Rick Michael, Roy Mink, and
Mike H o p b s , all acting in their
capacity as Commissioners of
Washington County, Idaho,
Defendants.

I
II

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

~ o o F -ol&lL
MIEMORAhmUM LIIi SUPPORT OF'
PLmTIFIF" MOTION FOR
ATTOmEU" S E S
COSTS

COMES NOW, TJXE PLAINTIFF, DAVID D. SMITH, by and through his
attorney, of record, R. BRAD MASINGILL, and hereby submits the following
Memorandum of Points and Law in, support of their Attorneys' Fees Affidavit.

/ / MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ATTORNEYS'

THIS LAWSlfXT
TRAIVSACTION

O L W D A COmERCIAL

DAWD SMITH WAS THE PEVAILLIPJG PARTY

a. Commercial Transaction:

Plaintiff brought this action to obtain a building permit from the only entity be
could do so lawfully.. The County of Washington is in the business of providing building
permits for a fee.
Plaintiff is the prevailing party in this litigation. IRCP 54(d)(l)@) provides that
to determine the prevailing party entitled to costs and fees:
"the courts shall consider the fixla1judgment or result of the action in relation to
the relief sought by the respective parties, whether there were multiple claims,
multiple issues, counterclaims, third party claims, cross-claims, or other multiple
or cross issues between the parties, and the extent to which each party prevailed
upon each of such issues or claims."
The Plaintiff sought and obtained a building permit, and was clearly the
prevailing party. As pointed out in a previous memorandum, failure to make a decision is
tantamount to a denial. In the case at bar, the Plaintiff had to drag the Defendant(s) into
Court ""kicking and screaming" to obtain a building permit to which he was obviously
entitled.
Plaintiff is entitled to recover his reasonable attorney's fees because the subject
matter of this dispute was a 'commercial transaction' which involved the business of the
County of Washington. The County is in the business, and in fact the only "competitor",
of selling building permits. The County charges a significant fee for that service.

/I

MEMOIIANDUM 1N SUPPORT OF ATTORNEYS'
FEE AFFIDAVIT

odosss

I

Idaho Code $12-120(3) provides:

" 3) In any civil action to recover on an open account, accomt stated,
note, bill, negotiable inst
ent, waranty, or contract relating to the
purchase or sale of goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any
e
by law, the prevailing
commercial transaction unless o t k e ~ s provided
party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee to be set by the court, to
be taxed and collected as costs."
The term "comercial transaction" is defined to mean all transactions except
transactions fbr personal or household purposes. The tern "party" is defined to mean any
person, partnership, corporation, association, private organization, the state of Idaho or
political subdivision thereof.

No one may construct a building on his or her land without first obtaining a
building permit. The County is in the business of selling building permits and is a party
to the comercial transaction.

b. Contract Relating to the Purchase of Goods or Services:

Plaintiff was purchasing a building permit and the same is either "goods",
"merchandise", or "services" in this comercial transaction. Thus, Idaho Code 12120(3) applies to this transaction.

iI

MEMORANDUNl IN SUPPORT OF ATTO
FEE AFFIDAVIT

3

000886

DAVLT) D. SMITH IS ENTITLED TO FEES AND COSTS

P'1IRSUmT TO IlDAWO CODE 12-121

A. Frivolous Defense:
Idaho Code 12-121 confers the broad power of the court to "award

reasonable aaomey fees to "a prevailing party or parties" in any civil action. An award
under this code section requires an analysis of IRCP 54(e), which generally provides that
at-tomey fees can be awarded when the Court finds, from the facts presented, that the case
was brought, pursued, or defended frivolously, measonably, or without foundation.

In the case at bar, the Defendanl provided the Court with no cogent argument
why the Defendant's clear and unabiguous code, Section B of Title 5-3-5, (which did
not require any c e ~ width
n
of a driveway to a single residence) was not applicable. In
fact, the frndings by the Court show the Defendant, Washington County, acted a r b i t r ~ l y ,
capriciously, and abused its discretion. Such actions are clearly frivolous and ~ . t h o u t
foundation in law or fact. Idaho Code 12-121 applies to the facts and actions of the
County in this case.
The Defendants (1) made broad and unsupportable statements, i.e. claiming
its code required a 20 foot wide drivable surface on a driveway to a single residence, (2)
none of which such statements explained why the County was entitled to ignore the code
provisions applicable to this matter, and (3) which were contradicted by the County's
own counsel in open court,

The Defendants asserted that the code, which clearly

provides no width requirement for a driveway to a single residence, provided just the

/ 1 M E M O W D U M IN SUPPORT OF ATTORNEYS'

opposite. Such a position was, and still is, indefensible. Such a position is the reason for
granting atlomey's fees and costs under Idaho Code 12-121.
As to the frivolous nakre of Defeadmts' defense of this case, the County
contended the code was applied properly in nmerous mernorsmdms, despite the
Plaintiff continually pointing out that flawed analysis. Other than the statement by Mr.
Kroll in open court acknowledging the clear intent of the County's o m code, the
paperwork filed by the Defendants continued to deny the code's applicability to the
Plaintiffs situation.
Furthermore, the Defendants were served with a copy of the Court's decision
at 8:30 a.m. on Friday, September 5, 2008.

On the afternoon of September 10, 2008,

when the Plaintiff and his counsel went to the Building Inspector's office to obtain the
permit, the County refused to comply with the Court's decision* Rob Dickerson, of the
building inspector's office, advised the Plaintiff that he was told by the County
Comissioners not to abide by the Court's decision and not to grant the Plaintiff a
building permit. The Plaintiff had given the Defendmts 6 full days to prepare a
document, which takes around ten minutes to prepare.
Not until the Plaintiff had researched the contempt statute and was ready to
file a petition for the County's contempt, did the County agree to the execution of the
permit. In fact, the costs and fees associated with the effort of the Plaintiff and his
counsel to obtain the permit, after the decision, is part of the attorney's fees incurred and
set forth in the Plaintiffs application.
This failure to comply with the Court's order, without any appeal or other
effort to obtain a stay authorizing the delay, is no different than the County failing to

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ATTORNEYS'
FEE AFFIDAVIT

abide by its own clear and mmbiguous code in the first instance. Stubborn adherence
to a flawed position, in the face of a Court's decision fa the c o n k ~ exemplifies
,
the
Comty" dwgged adherence to a position which bas no basis in fact, or in law.
The entire procedural process, which the Court referred to as "in shambles",
has cost the Plaintiff so much in a80rney9sfees, that he may have been better off to
comply with the County's improper md m l a f i l dictates, by building a driveway 20 feet
wide in addition to multiple -outs.

This strong-ming tactic of the County needs to be

deterred. 'The County has acted frivolously, perniciously, and with malice at every turn
in this case.

The County Has:

I. made the Plain~ffmeet two times with ran entity which has no l a ~ l
applicabili-tyto the Plaintips single residential ca-riveway;and
2. denied the building permit without a decision or beasing; and
3, made the PlaintiE file a request for a variance which the County denied

without any evidence and without the mandatory hearing its own code
requires.

In fact, it was only the actions of the Court which required the County to
make any decision. Sadly, the County did not get the hint. The County's ultimate
decision, rendered without any evidence whatsoever, and rendered without any basis in
law, mirrored its capricious, arbitrary, and utterly indefensible abuse of its discretion
from the instant David Smith sought the right to build a home on his land.

B. WrRONG PLAINTIFF TO MCESS WITH:

MEMORAMDm IN SUPPORT OF ATTORNEYS'
FEE AFFIDAVLT
6

000089

I1

The Court made nmerous suggestions prior to making it's ultimate decision in
this case, unheeded though they were by the County, to get the Comty to take an

/I

objective look at the facts of &is case, the procedure they had fajled to follow, and the
l its position. Instead of complying with its own rules,
law whch was clearly i n i ~ c ato

5

the Gomty continued its saong-ann tactics apparently hoping the Plaintiff would just

6

give in.

7
The County misjudged the Plaintiff, David D. Smith. It is probably David's
8

l1

1
I/
1

l3

I/

lo

l4

1

I/
'' / /
15

faithEul military service to his country, which would not let him accept the illegal and
improper treatment dished out by the County. David Smith didn't succumb to the
County's a e s t r a t i v e intentional effort to drag out the process as long as possible, as
do many of the citizens of Washington County.
The only protection David Smith had from the arbitrary and abusive acts of
the County was the Court system. We have become a "government of agencies" which
control many facets of our lives. The only avenue left for a person aggrieved by a heavyhanded agency, is to seek protection with the Court.
As a necessary corollary, to the Court's decision conde

ng the outrageous

actions of the County, is the reimbursement of David D. Smith for the damages he has
incurred. An award of reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred by David Smith
must be granted.

21
22
23

1
1

Any other decision will send the wrong message to the entire

community, i.e. the County will bury any citizen who dares stand up to it and they have
no remedy against that abuse.
The County of Washington damaged the Plaintiff by refusing to comply with
its o w code. Those damages are the cost of taking the County to court. A junior high

M E L M O W D U MIN SUPPORT OF ATTORNEYS9
FEE AFFIDAMT
7

800090

issioners and two of their aeomeys were not so successhl. David Smith is entitled
to an award of aaorney's fees m d costs because of the measonable and fkivolous
defense by the Comty.
The Comissioners of Washington County at the present time, ran and were

7

1

elected as Republicans. Each Co

ssioner had in his respective c a p a i g n slogans, that

they detest the i n m i o n of govement in their lives and will not allow that to happen on
8

their watch. In stark contrast, the actions of the Co

lo

l2
l3
14
15

I1
I1

/I

issioners in the case at bar were

the antithesis of limited govement. The actions of the Comissioners in the case at bar
reveal to the entire public the Co

issioners' acts do not follow their words.

In fact,

the actions of the Comissioners in the instant case were "dictatorial". The late ha
Burton stated one day, when this writer challenged the actions of the police in a case
(when the policeman complained about the constitutional protections afforded those
accused of a crime) "I don't want to live in Russia either, evervone must follow the law".
Ira's statement is particularly poignant considering the actions of the County
Commissioners of Washington County.
The County has earned the honor of paying the Plaintifrs attorneys fees and
costs pursuant to IRCP 54 and Idaho Code 12-121.

PLAINTIFF IS ENTITLED TO ATTORNEY'S FEES
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 12-117

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ATTORNEYS'
FEE AFFIDAVIT

oQoosi

COSTS

to persons who have incurred attorney's fees and costs because a

govemental agency

acted wilbout any basis in law or fact.

1I

Idaho Code 12-117 reads as follows:
"In any ad~nistrativeor civil judicial proceedhg involving as adverse
parties a state agency, a city, a county or other taxing district and a person, the
court shall award the prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and
reasonable expenses, if the court finds that the party against whom the judgment
is rendered acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law."

I

/I

This statute has been applied against persons who file frivolous cases against the
government, and in favor of governmental agencies which have done exactly what the
County of Washington. has done in this case. Less than a month ago, the Idaho Supreme

I

Court stated in Waller v. State, Docket No. 3383 1 (Idaho 8/26/2008) (Idaho, 2008) as
follows:
"The State requests attorney fees on appeal pursuant to I.C. $ 12-117.
Under that statute, this Court must award attorney fees where a person did not act
with a reasonable basis in fact or law in a proceeding involving a state agency
which prevails in the action. Id.; Rincover v. State, Dep't of Fin., Sec. Bureau, 132
Idaho 547, 549, 976 P.2d 473, 475 (1999). On appeal, Waller has not
acknowledaed, much less addressed, the decisions of this Court relating to
application of the doctrine of res judicata in cases involving default judgments.
He has identified no legal authority to support his claim of entitlement to pursue
an independent action to set aside the default judgment. He has not addressed the
district court's factual or legal findings regarding his claim for equitable relief.
Under these circumstances, we find that Waller has pursued this appeal without a
reasonable basis in fact or law and award attorney fees to the State pursuant to

II
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Plaintiff brought this action to obtain a building pemit, under the County's
procedures and rules. This should have been a very short rutd straigf~tlbrwardprocess.
The County? code clearly provides that there is no width requirement for a

""driveway" to a single residence. The code actually makes sense (in that regard) as it
ent's inmsion into the type of "driveway" a person prefers.

It is the

horneo~aer'sobligation to mainhin the driveway he or she chooses in a manner in which
his or her family desires, and which allows them to access the home. If the homeomer
does not mai~~tain
his or her driveway, and that lack of maintenance causes emergency
vehicles to be unable to get to the house, the landowner suffers the consequence. Such. a
decision should be that of the landomer, not the County.

Government should not save

us all from owszlves.
In the present case, David S ~ t consmcted
h
a djl-iveway, which would be the
envy of most road^" (m3t d~veways)the public travels each day. In the case at bar, the
County sought, ~thcsaat:m y factual or legal basis, to require David Smith to build his
driveway to be in excess of the width of nearly half the public roads maintained by the
public, and in excess of the driveway widths both the Weiser and Cambridge Rural Fire
Districts frnd sufficient for safety. The C o m ~ "position in this case apparently is that
the Weiser and C m b ~ d g eRural Fire Districts are placing their patrons in serious peril
by only requiring a 16 foot driveway. That position alone wreaks of arbitrariness,
because the County continues to grant building permits for homes in the Weiser and
Cmbridge Fire Dist~cts. Presmably the County would not do so if those widths are
unsafe,

1!1/
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The diEerenee bemeen the WeiseriCmbridge fire sdety threshold versus that of
the Midvale safety threshold is the cost of building an extra 4 feet of driveway width. (h
David Smith's case the extra cost would be over $25,000). Midvale's rural fire district
has a road-builder in its inner circle, who benefits directly by the increased cost of
driveway construction.
The Comty of Washington, rather than conducting a hearing and/or making a
decision on the building permit application, advised the Plaintiff to meet with the
Midvale Rural Fire Department and see if the Plaintiff could get them to change their
minds on the vkdth of David's driveway. What the County really wanted was to make
this an issue between David Smith and the Midvale Rural Fire District, so the County did
not have to rn&e a decision and step on the toes of the District. David Smith, attempting
to seek a non-litigation remedy, complied with the County's requirement and met with
the District (sit least two different times). The District not only refused to correct its
position, its rnembers were rude and condescending, and actually brought a representative
from the State Fire Marshall's oGce to one of the meeting, in an effort to defend its
position.

Waller:

Idaho law is directly, and recently, on the Plaintifrs side. Speaking of the

award of attorney's fees and cost against Mr. Waller in Waller, supra, Justice Jones,
concurring, made the following observation:
"Mr. Waller is in an unfortunate predicament but it is primarily of his o m
. -m
The rules that result in a denial of relief to Mr. Waller are well
settled and it would be inappropriate for the Court to bend those rules to
allow relief here."

I
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As in Waller, the Comty of Washington is in the s m e position in which Ivfr.

1

/I

li

I/
/1

7
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Waller found himself. Although the issue involved in Waller was a child support
judgmerar, the principle is the same. The County (Waller) went out sf its way lo make its
simple procedure complicated and its decision arbitrary. Thus, the predicament the
County (Waller) finds itself in is of its own doing. As to the well-settled rules mentioned
by Justice Jones in Waller, supra, the rules (code) in play in the case at bar were equally
well-sealed. The Counv of Wakington should compensate David Smith for its f d u r e

8
to follow its own rules, just as Mr. WaIler was required to do.

9

11

The County leas sought to clothe itself in its concern for the safety of
traveler's on David Smith's sUrivewy",

However, the facts do not bear out the

& only built a "driveway" which exceeded the width of
County" position. David S ~ not
driveways required by the Weiser and Carnh~dgeFire Districts (26 feet), he put into his

18 foot \vide driveway several

-outs so vehicles could easily pass each other no

matter lnow vvide they may be. Thus, the County had no safety concerns, it simply

l8

20

I1
!I
/I

//

decided it was going to protect the ""itegrity'kf the Midvale Rural Fire District's rules.
As a result, David Smith bad no choice but to fight the County's actions, No facts
suppol-e. the position of the Comty, and the Court so found. No law supports the
County's position, and the Court so found.
The Court should keep in mind that David's house, as per the building permit
application, is to be conspructed mostly underground and thus is less likely to suffer from
threats of wildfire.
Despite David's driveway width, design, and turnouts, the County of
Wasmgton dug in its heels and refused to issue him a building permit unless he

I
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1

II

complied with the unreasonable and inapplicable requirements of the Midvale Rural Fire
Depa&ment. The County not only abdicated its role as the agency in charge of issuance
of building permits, but it ignored the procedures and code it has enacted.
In the final analysis, the County gave the Court no choice but to find against
it. The '"odge

podge" the Court described in its decision was caused solely by the

County. David Smith had to live for almost 2 years aeempting to make sense of the
Gowty's hodge-podge. To his credit, David built a high-end driveway, only to find the
County refusing to follow its own rules and approve it. The County should reimburse
David for its abusive behavior.
Three (3) Comissioners, two (2) attorneys, and one (1) Planning and Zoning
Administrator read the code as pointed out to them and concluded they would not follow
it.
Three (3) Comissioners, two (2) attorneys, and one (1) P l a i n g and Zoning
Administrator ran David Smith around the County seeking to obtain consent from an
agency with no jurisdiction over this matter. The County continued to h s t r a t e David at
every turn, including suggesting he file an application for a variance. The County
scheduled a hearing, David Smith and his witnesses appeared, but the County advised
David and his witnesses they had advertised it incorrectly. It was never re-advertised or
noticed up again. To complete the quinella, the County of Washington upon Order of the
Court, denied David's application for a variance without am testimony or evidence and
without a hearing.

W i l e failing to have hearings or take testimony streamlines the

decision-making process to decide a case, the Idaho and United States constitutions
disapprove of that methodology.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ATTORNEYS'
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The County had not made a decision on either the permit application or the
variance application, and had conducted no hearing on either request when David Smith
finally filed this lawsuit. After more than a year of roadblocks and sticking heads in the
sand to avoid the obvious language of the County's code, David Smith had no choice.
The word "hearing'" necessarily implies the persons conducting it should
"hear" something. The three Cornmissioners, two attorneys, and one Building Inspector
were not interested in "hearing" what they were doing was unlawful.

The three

Cornmissioners, two attorneys, and one Building Inspector were not only unable to
"hear" anything, but as the Court so aptly pointed out, they could not read either.
Undaunted by the language of the County's own unambiguous code, the
County failed to remotely comply with its duties to David Smith, all of which cost David
Smith enough money that he might just as well have built a 4 lane freeway to his house.
This unreasonable intrusion into David Smith's personal life, and into his
right to be able to use his land as allowed by the Idaho and United States Constitutions,
should be met with the reimbursement of his costs and attorney"^ fees that unreasonable
intrusion caused.

Idaho Code 12-117 is tailor-made to address the actions of the County of
Washington. No matter how difficult it may be for the Court to enter an award of the
reasonable attorney's fees against the County, that is the job the Court signed on for. It is
not always pleasant, but it is what the legislature in Idaho has required the Court to do.

V.
PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENE

I M E M O W U M IN SUPPORT OF ATTORNEYS'

DOCTRfNE

The prior administrative proceedings are compensabte under Idaho Code 12-117.
Idaho Gode 12-117 is somewhat unusual in that it applies not only to the judicial phase,

action. Stewart v Dep't of Health and Welfare, 115 Idaho 820 (1989); see also Cox v
Dept. of Insurance, State of Idaho, 121 Idaho 143 (CT. App. 1991); Ockerman v Ada
Counly Bd. of Comm'rs, 130 Idaho 265 (Gt. App. 1997).

Idaho Gode 12-117 supplants the private attorney general doctrine. State v
Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 718 (1 997). Although the Hagerman
case held that Idaho Code 12-117 was the exclusive means of recovery against a State,
that decision predated the newer versions of the statute, which expanded the statute's
coverage to Counties and other governmental agencies. To the extent Hagerman is
applicable to the present statute, the private attorney general doctrine being supplanted
thereby was for the exact type of situation facing the Plaintiff.

In Hellar v Cenarrusa, 106 Idaho 571 (1984), the Idaho Supreme Court
described the test for applying the private attorney general doctrine as a three-part test
which the prevailing party must meet: (1) the strength or societal importance of the public
policy indicated by the litigation; (2) the necessity for private enforcement and the
magnitude of the resultant burden on the Plaintiff; and (3) the number of people standing
to benefit from the decision.

Applying the Hellar test to Plaintiff's litigation against the County is appropriate.
The Court's decision in the instant case impacts everyperson seeking to obtain a building
permit in rural Washington County, where a driveway must be used.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ATTORNEYS'
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Given that many

Counq roads are less than 20 feet in, drivable width hemselves, the Court's decision
creates a significant saving of ""pesent and htwe" costs homeowners are (and will be)
required to incur. The fact that the extra width is wihout any safety benefit, as disclosed
by the smaller width being used in the Weiser and Cambridge Rural Fire Districts, the
Court's decision saves homebuilders from incming unneeded expenses. Furthermore,
the Court's decision redfimed the fact the County must make and follow the laws, and
issioners should have enough backbone to make that rule clear to other
agencies in an inferior (an possibly unethical) position relative to the best interests of the
citizens of Washington County. The County" pre-judgment position was to allow
disparate application of the laws of the County.
Many driveways to rural homes are lengthy. Many residents seek the
peace and quiet a home site off the County or State roads provide. Houses built right
along County roads may obtain. a limited benefit by the Court's decision. However,
every person who wants a driveway to his home, no matter how long it may be, will be
paying less money for that road, due to the Court's erudite decision.

David D. Smith

deserves recognition for taking-on the County when he (and everyone else who has read
the County's code) knew the C o w ' s position was wrong. It is a risky and expensive
endeavor. Courageous citizens such as David Smith, who put his money where his
mouth is, deserves to be made whole.

v,
COSTS

Costs Generally:

I1
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In Idaho, "costs" incuned In an action are to be paid as set forth in the rules of the
court. Idaho Code 12-101 states as follows:
"12-101. Costs. Costs shall be awarded by the court in a civil trial or proceeding to
the parties in the m m e r and in the amount provided for by the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure.'"
Costs as a Matter of Right.

Costs as a matter of right are set forth in IRCP

54(d)(l)(C). Those costs include the filing fee, both for the filing of the instant case, and

the filing fee for the variance, which .was never required and was the proximate and actual
cause of the Commissioners' outrageous denial of the building permit.

The costs incurred by the Plainliff include the filing fee of $88.00 for the instant
case, the sum of $97.60 for the variance action, the cost of obtaining a copy of the
Midvale Rural Fire District bylaws, minutes, and decision in the amount of $184.22, and
the cost of $3.50 for a certified copy of the Judgment. It is respecthlly submitted that the

/I
1
l8

/I

costs for each of the foregoing, included in Exhibit A to the Affidavit of R. Brad
Masingill in Support of Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs filed concurrently herewith,

a proper to be awarded to David Smith, pursuant to Idaho Code 12-101, and IRCP

CONCLUSION
22
23

11

li

In over 30 years of practicing law, tlGs attorney has failed to observe conduct of
an opposing party more clearly in need of sanctions. The interposed defenses, which
included failing to follow the County's own code, and the complete indifference to the
right of David Smith to build a home on land he purchased, justifies the Court in entering

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ATTORNEYS"
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a~orney's.Fees and costs under the fi.ivolous smdard of Idaho Code 12-121. In the
present case, however, Idaho Code 12-11'7 is the more pertinent statute. The Court's
description of the dubious reasoning of the County in this case, is consistent with the evil
Idaho Code 12-11'7 was wiaen to ameliorate. Plaintiff, David D. Smith, whose most
grievous error was to choose to live in Washington County, Idaho, has been treated in a
most ua-neighborly mamer.

The Court must correct that image of the folks in

Washington County by coqensating him for the oppressive behavior of the County
Commissioners

Attorney for Plaintiff

1/

FEE AFFIDAVIT

CERTIFICATE OF SERVTGE

I hereby certify that a true and conect copy of the foregoing Memorandum was served
thi$

a

day o f

,2008, by the method indicated below to the following gerson(s):

Charles R. Go11
Prosecuting ABomey
?Vashin@onCounty, Idaho 83672
P. 0 . Box 367
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Bert 1;. Osbom
P. 0 . Box 158
Payette, Idaho 83661

'

iWtEIWORt.LVDm1B% SUPPORT OF ATTOKVEYS'
FEE; APFDAmT

R. Brad Masingill

R. BRAD MASINGILL
Attorney at Law
27 W. Commercial Street
P.O. Box 467
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Telephone #1(208)414-0665
Fax #1(208)414-0490
Email: bn?asingilI@,hotmail.eom

IN THE DISTRIDCT COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
8

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

9
10

DAVID D. SMITH,

11

Plaintiff,

)
)

1

aooyd.'-031b

1

j
l3

Cy

AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL
W: COSTS

VS.

I

WASHINGTON COUNTY, IDAHO
and its Commissioners,
Rick Michael, Roy Mink, and
Mike Hopkins, all acting in their
capacity as Commissioners of
Washington County, Idaho,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

1
1
1
)

1
)
)
)

1

j
1

1
) ss.

COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

1

R. Brad Masingill, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1.

That your Affiant is the attorney of record for the Plaintiff, David D. Smith
(hereinafter Smith); and

II

Amended Affidavit of Costs

2.

That the following is an allocation of the costs previously submitled pursuant to
IRCP 54(d)(5); and

3.

Matter of Right:

That the following is an itemization of the costs as a matter

of right (IRCP 54(d)(l)(C) &om Exhibit E3:

4.

a.

Service Fees

b.

Filing Fees:

c.

Fee for conforming and certi@ing
Judgment (cash)

d.

Costs paid by client
filing fee re variance

$

Discretionarv Costs:That the following are an itemization of the costs as a
matter of discretion (IRCP

a.

54(d)(l)@) from Exhibit B:

Copying expense:

1.
2.

6- 15-07 Sum Advanced for copy
of Midvale Rural Fire District
Files ck# 13512
Sum Advanced for copy of
Comissioner meeting minutes

5.

Total of costs as a matter of right:

6.

Total of discretionary costs:

7.

Total Costs

Dated this

I

-0-

Amended Affidavit of Costs

p
6

$1 84.22
$2 13.45

day of October, 2008.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERmGE

E hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit of Costs by
tr2,

Counsel for Plaintiff was served t h i s l h a y of October, 2008, by the method indicated below to

the following person(s):

Charles R. Kroll
Prosecuting Attorney
Washington County, Idaho 83672
P. 0 . Box 367
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Bert L. Osborn
P. 0 . Box 158
Payette, Idaho 83661

Amended Affidavit of Costs

oooios

R.]BRAD MASINGILL
Attorney at Law
27 W. Commercial Street
P.O. Box. 467
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Telephone #1(208)414-0665
Fax #1(208)414-0490
Email: bmasingill@,hotmail.com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

II

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

/ I DAVID D. SMITH,
1
WASHINGTON COUNTY, IDAHO
and its Commissioners,
Rick Michael, Roy Mink, and
Mike Hopkins, all acting in their
capacity as Commissioners of
Washington County, Idaho,

)
)
)

AFFIDAVlT OF TIM HELFRICH

RE:ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS

)

1

Defendants.

STATE OF OREGON

1
) ss.

COUNTY OF W H E U R

1

I, Tim J. Helfrich, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say:
1.

That your Affiant is an attorney licensed in the State of Idaho and the State of

Oregon. I became a member of the Idaho Bar in 1985 and I have been practicing in the

/1

Affidavit of Helfrieh re: Attorney Fees and Costs I
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Weiser, Payeae and Ontario area since that time. My practice consists of civil litigation.
2.

I have known Brad Masingill since about 1981 when I went to work for the Vturri

Rose fim. Over the years I have periodically had cases where I was associated with Mr.
Masingill and have also had cases where I was opposing counsel to Mr. Masingill. I
know Mr. Masingill's backgromd and I know that his practice is almost entirely
litigation. I know his reputation in Idaho and he has a good reputation.

3.

That Mr. Masingill asked me to review copies of the Motion for Attorney's Fees

and Costs, the Affidavit of R. Brad Masingill in Support of Plaintifrs Motion for Entry
of an Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs, the Affidavit of Counsel re Costs, the
Amended Affidavit of Counsel re Costs, the Affidavit of David D. Smith in Support of
Motion for Order Requiring the County to Immediately Grant Building Permit, the
Defendant's Brief, the Memorandum Decision and Order, and the Memorandum in
Response to Findings of Fact and Conclusions and Order and in Support of Mandarnus in
the above entitled matter; and

4.

I was asked to express my opinion as to whether the hourly rates charged by Mr.

Masingill are reasonable for the work that is reflected in the Affidavits and to express my
opinion as to whether the amount claimed appears to be reasonable for the services that
were provided.
5.

It is my opinion that the rates charged and the amount charged for this case are

reasonable. The hourly rates charged by Mr. Masingill are consistent with amounts
charged by other attorneys with similar experience and skills. I have been in practice
approximately the same amount of time as Mr. Masingill and my hourly rate is the same

Affidavit of EIeIfrich re: Attorney Fees and Costs 2

8045108

as his. I am personally familiar with the skill and abilities of Mr. Masingill. I believe
these rates are reasonable for the services provided.

6.

In addition, as pointed out in Mr. Masingill's Affidavit, suits-againstone's local

municipality are not the types of cases sought by local counsel. Thus Mr.Masingill
taking on the County of Washington, is one of the factors under I.R.C.P. 54 militating in
favor of an award of fees and costs.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before m

Notary public of the State of Oregon
Residing at: Q~&,A
My commission expires: 2 0 a-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVlCE
I hereby certify that a true m d correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit of Ti111 Elelfrich
was served this?

W s C

day of October, 2008, by the method indicated below to the following

Charles R. Kroll
Prosecuting Attorney
Washington County, Idaho 83672
P. 0 . Box 367
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Bert L. Osborn
P. 0 . Box 158
Payette, Idaho 83661
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IN THE DISTWGT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTIUCT OF
THE STATE OF I D M O IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON
Presiding:
Reporter :
Date:

Honorable Stephen W. Drescher
Denece Graham
October 27,2008

Plaintiff,

COURT-ES

VS.

$

Civil No. CV 2008-0 1316

WASrnGTON c o r n IDAHO,
and its Co&ssioners, Rick Michael, Roy Mink,
and hGke Hopkins, all acting in their capacity as
Comissioners of Washington County, Idaho,

Time: 1:41 p.m. - 1:57 p.m.

Defendants.

This matter came before the Court for Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs and
Defendant's Motion to Reconsider Order on October 27, 2008, at 1:41 p.m. before the
Honorable Stephen W. Drescher. R. Brad Masingill appeared on behalf of the plaintiff, David
Smith, who was present in person.

Bert L. Osborn appeared on behalf of the defendant,

Washington County.

Mr. Osborn advised that the County was asking the Court to reconsider its Order as
a matter of law. Mr. Osborn presented argument on the reasons for reconsideration being lack of
uniformity in driveway standards in Washington County, failure to hold a required hearing and
failure to maintain documentation.
COURT iJlDWTES

1

The Court i n q ~ r e dabout discretion and Mr. Qsborn discussed a clerical error
regarding a public hearing,

Mr. Osbom presented

ent on failure to provide

documtation regardkg the septic t d p e ~ t .

Mr. Osborn asked the Court to make a Emdhg that the Cowv's actions were not
a r b i k q and cap~ciousmd to reverse its decision.
W. Masin@ll reviewed the Cow's Order that fomd a violation of LC. 67-5279(3)

(c), (d) and (e) and m e e d on the failwe to follow proper proceduse, that a decision was made that
was not supported by substant-ial evidence and arbibary and capricious and abuse of discretion
standsd, Mr. Mainall presented

ent and advised that the .Court's Lindings were

valid.
The Court presented his fmdings and conclusions and denied the motion to

reconsider the Courts ruling.

Mr. Mash@ll &&essed the maeer of aeorney's fees, presented a r m e n t , reviewed
Idaho Code and advised that as Mr. Smith was the prevailing party that attorney's fees be granted.

Mi. Osbom argued that there was a basis in law and asked the Court to review each
item billed by Mr. Masirzgill.
The Court presented his findhgs and conclusions and denied the application for

at-torneyfees.
Court adjomed at 1:57 p.m.
STEPmN W. Dl?iESCmR
District Judge
SHARON mmR
Clerk of the District Court

R. BRAD MASINGILL
Attorney at Law
27 VV, Commercial Street
P.O. Box 467
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Telephone (208) 414-0665
Fax (208) 414-0490

IN TEE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

DAVID D. SMITH,

) Case No.: CV 2008-01316
)
Plaintiff/Appellant,
)
) NOTICE OF APPEAL
VS.
)
)
WASHINGTON COUNTY IDAHO and its
)
Commissioners, Rick Michael, Roy Mink and )
Mike Hopkins, all acting in their capacity as )
Commissioners of Washington County, Idaho, )
)

Defendant(s)/Respondent.

1

COMES NOW, David D. Smith, by and through his attorney of record, R. Brad
Masingill, of Weiser, Idaho, hereby appeals that certain decision of October 27, 2008, by
Washington County District Judge, Stephen Drescher.

This appeal is only of the denial of

attorney's fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code 12-121 and 12-117.
This appeal is made and based upon the decision of the Court in which the attorney's fees
and costs were not awarded to the prevailing party, David D. Smith.

Notice of Appeal - 1

CBQdOl%;TII

Appellant will pay the costs of the transcript when made available arid wiIl pay the
estimated costs thereof when an estimate is made available. The only transcript necessary is the
hearing on Plaintiffs request for nttomey's Eees and costs held on the 27thday of October, 2008.
Appellant hrther agrees to pay any cost of preparalioil of the clerk's record as required
by law when such is submitted.
Appellant requests attorney fees and costs on appeal.

Attorney f i r the Appellant

Notice of Appeal - 2

000114

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
&

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT on the/&day
of November, 2003, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Notice of Appeal was sent via facsimile and mailed by regular United
States mail, postage prepaid thereon to the following:

Bert L. Osborn
BERT L. OSBORN, CHTD.
Attorney at Law
Post Office Box 158
Payette, Idaho 83661
Charles R. Kroll
Burton & Kroll
Washington County Prosecuting Attorney
P. 0 . Box 367
Weiser, ID 83672

Notice of Appeal - 3
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

DAVID D. SMITH,

)
Case No. CV 2008-0 I3 16
)

1
1

VS.

WASHINGTON COUNTY IDAHO and its
1
Commissioners, Rick Michael, Roy Mink, and 1
Mike Hopkins, all acting in their capacity as
1
Commissioners of Washington County, Idaho, )

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
OF APPEAL

1
1

Third Judicial District, Washington County.

Appeal from:

Honorable Stephen VV. Drescher.

Presiding:

CV 2008-0 13 16.

Case number from court:
Orders or judgments appealed from:

Attorney for Appellant:

R. Brad Masingill.

Attorney for Respondent:

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF
PPPEAL

Verbal Findings and Conclusions stated
in open court by the Honorable Stephen
W. Drescher during the Motions hearing
held October 27, 2008.

Bert L. Osborn.

1

Appealed by:
Appealed against:
Notice of Appeal filed:

David D. Smith.
The denial of attorney's fees and costs pursuant to
Idaho Code 12-121 and "1-1 17.
November 12,2008.

Appellate fee paid:

No.

Was District Court Reporter's Transcript requested?

Yes.

Estimated Number of Pages:

None given.

If so Name of Reporter:

Denece Graham.

Dated:
SHARON WIDNER,
Clerk of the District Court
By:

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF
PPPEAL

A ~ 6 u t Court
y
Clerk

In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho

DAVID D. SMITH,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
v.

1
1

ORDER CONDITIONUL
DISMISSING APPEAL

WASHINGTON COUNTY IDAI-IO and its
Comxnissioners, RICK I d I C W L , ROY MINK,
ME32 HOSKINS, all acting in their capacity as
Commissioner of Washington County, Idaho,

)
)
)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 358512008
Washington County No. 2008-13 16

1
1

The Notice of Appeal, which was filed November 12, 2008 in the District Court
from Court: Minutes dated October 27, 2008, appears not to be from a final written, appealable
Order or Judgment from which a Notice of Appeal may be filed under I.A.R., 11. Therefore,
after due consideration and good cause appearing,
IT B R E B Y IS ORDERED that the NOTICE OF APPEAL be, and hereby is,
CONDITIONALLY DISMISSED because it appears it is not from a final written, appealable
Order or Judgment; however, the Appellant may file a RESPONSE with this Court within
twenty-one (21) days from the date of this Order, which shall show good cause, if any exists,
why this appeal should not be dismissed.

IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that proceedings in this appeal are SUSPENDED
until further notice.
DATED this 2oth day of November 2008.

Rhe Supreme Court

Fo

Stephen W. genyon, Clerk
cc: Counsel of Record
District Court Clerk
District Court Reporter

Y
i

In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho
DAVID D. SMITH,
Plaintiff-Appellant,

WASHINGTON COUNTY IDAHO and its
Commissioners, RICK MICHAEL, ROY
MINK, MIKE HOSKINS, all acting in their

)
)

ORDER SUSPENDING APPELLATE
PROCEEDINGS

)

.Washington County District Court No.

)

Defendants-Respondents.

November 20,2008, as it appears not to be from a final written, appealable Order or Judgment from
which a Notice of Appeal may be filed under I.A.R. 11; however, Appellant was allowed to file a
response with this Court showing good cause why thts appeal should not be dismissed. Thereafter,
an AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL RE: APPEAL OF COURT'S DECISION REGARDING
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS with attachments was filed by counsel for Appellant on
December 4, 2008. Therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that proceedings in this appeal shall be SUSPENDED, pursuant
to I.A.R. 17(e)(2), pending a FINAL WRITTEN ORDER CONCERNING ATTORNEY FEES is
filed by the District Court.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the District Court shall submit to this Court a certified
copy of the District Court's final written Order concerning Attorney Fees.
DATED this

1 be

day of December 2008.
By Order of the Supreme Court

cc:

Counsel of Record
District Court Clerk
District Judge Stephen W. Drescher

IN THE DISTMCT COURT OF THE T H m m I C m DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN

FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHLNGTON

1

DAVID D. SMITH,

)

1

Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CV-08-13 16

)

VS.
WASHINGTON COUNTY, IDAHO and its
Cammissioners, RICK MICHAEL, ROY MINK,
and MIICE HOPKINS, all acting in their capacity
as Commissioners of Washington County, Idaho,
Defendants.

1
1
1
1

FINAL ORDER

)

1
1
1
1

Appearances: Brad Masingill for Plaintiff
Bert Osborn for Defendants
The Court now enters its final order denying the County's Motion to Reconsider as well
as the Plaintiff's Motion for Attorney fees on the grounds and for the reasons as follows:
1.

No new evidence was presented or testimony adduced that in any way alters
the previous determination of the Court;

2.

FINAL ORDER

The defense of this case was not hvolous;
1

The State of Idaho does not follow the English rule; and
There is no contractual or applicable statute upon which to base attorney fees.

District Judge

FINAL ORDER

CERTFICATE OF SERVICE

I H E E B Y CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order was
fonvarded to the following persons on this

R. Brad Masingill
P.O. Box 467
Weiser, ID 83672

Charles Kroll
P.O. Box 367
Weiser, a3)83672

FINAL ORDER

day of

,2009:

In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho
1

DAVD D. SMTH,

1

Plaintiff-AppeUanl,

ORDE

)
)

v.

WASHINGTON COUNTY DAKO and its
1
Comissiorrers, RICK MICHAEL, ROY MINK, )
MIICE H O S m S , all acting in their capacity as )
Conxnissioner of Washington County, Idaho,
)

.

Supreme Court Docket No. 3585 12008
Washington County No. 2008- 1316

Defendmts-Respondents.
The Notice of Appeal filed November 12, 2008 in District Court was not in the
proper fom. Therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDEWD that the NOTICE OF APPEAL be, and hereby is,
SUSPENDED for the reason it was not in the proper fom; however, Appellant shall file a
NOTICE OF APPEAL in the proper form with the District Court Clerk within fourteen (14) days
from the date of this Order.
IT FTJRTHER IS ORDERED that this appeal is SUSPENDED until further
notice.
DATED this 27thday of February 2009.
For the Supreme Court

n

Stephen W. #nyon,

If

1

I

cc: Counsel of Record
District Court Clerk

It

Il
OQatm

Clerk

Ci

R. BRAD MASINGILL
Attorney at Law
27 W. Commercial Street
P.O. Box 467
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Telephone (208) 414-0665
Fax (208) 414-0490
ISB: 2083
ernail

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL OF TEE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

DAVID I).SMITH,

I

Case No.: CV 2008-01316

1

PlaintifffAppellant,

) AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL
VS.

WASHINGTON COUNTY IDAEO and
its Commissioners, Rick Michael,
Roy Mink and Mike Hopkins,
all acting in their capacity as Commissioners
of Washington County, Idaho,

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
)

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED IUZSPONDENT(S) WASHINGTON COUNTY, IDAHO
and its Commissioners, Rick Michael, Roy Mink, and Mike Hopkins, all acting in their capacity
as Commissioners of Washington County, Idaho; and their attorneys of record, Charles Kroll, of

P. 0. Box 367, Weiser, Washington County, Idaho 83672, and Bert Osborn, of P. 0 . Box 158,
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Payette, Payette Courxty, Idaho 83661; AND TRE CLEW OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED
COURT, Washington County, Idaho 83672.

NOTICE IS m W B Y GIVEN THAT:
1. The above named Appellant, David D. Smith, by and though his attorney of record, R.

Brad Masingill, of Weiser, Idaho 83672, appeals against the above-named Respondents to the
Idaho Supreme Court from that (1) certain decision of October 27,2008, and that (2) Final Order
dated February 18, 2009, both so entered by the Honorable Washington County District Judge,
Stephen Drescher.

This appeal is onIy of the denial of aaorney's fees and costs pursuant to

Idaho Code 12-121 and 12-117.
2. The party has a right to appeal to the ldaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or orders

described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule
1l(a)(l), or Idaho Appellate Rule 1l(a)(2). The reason for including subsection 1 is the District
Court determined to treat the original complaint for writ of mandamus and other relief as an
appeal from the Commission.
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to assert

in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant from
asserting other issues on appeal:
The Issues are:

a.

Did the District Court err when it failed to grant Mr. Smith attorney's fees and
costs pursuant to Idaho Code 12-121 andor Idaho Code 12-117, when Mx. Smith
clearly prevailed on all issues before the court, and specifically where the court
found that:

1. The decision by the Commission was not supported by substantial evidence;
and;
2. The decision by the Commission was arbitrary and capricious; and

3. The decision by the Commission was an abuse of discretion; and
4. The Commission failed to follow proper procedure; and
Amended Notice of Appeal - 2

ission failed to evaluate the applications for a pemit and variance;

and
ission violated a substanlial right of David Smith.

Does the District Court3 failure to award a80rney7s fees and costs thwart the
purpose and intent of Idaho Code 12-117, as deemed mandatory in In Re E'stcrte of
Elliott, 141 Idaho 177 (2005), Rincover v. State, Depft of Fin., Sees. Bureau, 132
Idaho 547 (1999), md B o g ~ e rv. State Dep't ofRevenue &. Taxation, 107 Idaho 854
(1984)?

b.

4,

Mas an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? No
If so, what portion? N/A

5. a. Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes.
b. The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's
transcript:
1,

The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 25(a), I.A.R.

2.

The entire reporter's standard transcript supplemented by the following:
a. Arguments of counsel on motion for attorney's fees and costs dated
October 27,2008; and
b. Reporter's transcript of Proceedings on October 27,2008; and

c. All Memorandums, Briefs, Affidavits (including the Affidavit of Tim

Helfrich and Affidavits of R. Brad Masingill regarding attorney's fees and
costs), Complaint, and all other documents in the record of the entire
proceeding, including but not limited to the hearing dated September 5,
2008, hearing dated May 27,2008, and hearing dated April 14,2008.

6.

The following reporter's partial transcript: N/A

7.

The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in

addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.:

Amended Notice of Appeal - 3
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a.

All Memorandms, Briefs, Affidavits (including the Affidavit of Tim Helli.ich
and Affidavits of R. Brad Masingill regarding a m m y 3 fees and costs); and

b.

The Complaint, md all other docments in the record of the entire proceeding.

8. I ce&ify:
a. That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of whom a

transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below:
Name and address:
Denece Graham, D.R., C.S.R. #324, 1675 East 9th, Weiser, Idaho 83672.
b. (1)

[x] That the clerk of the district coust has been paid the estimated fee for

preparation of the reporter's transcript. Appellmt's attomey will pay the same upon receipt.
c. (1) [x] That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has

been paid. Appellant's attorney will pay the same upon receipt.
(2)

[&a] That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the

preparation of the record because: N/A

d. (1) [x ] That the appellate filing fee has been paid.
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule

20.

DATED THIS

-0Jday of March, 2009.
10-

Attorney for the Appellant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT on the(

y of March, 2009, a true and correct copy

of the foregoing b e n d e d Notice of Appeal was sent via fasimile and mailed by regular United
States mail, postage prepaid hereon to the following:

Bert L. Osborn
BERT L. OSBORN, CHTD.
Attomey at Law
Post Office Box 158
Payette, Idaho 8366 1
Charles R. Kroll
Burton & Kroll
Washington County Prosecuting Attorney
P. 0. Box 367
Weiser, ID 83672
Denece Graham, D.R., C.S.R. ##324
1675 East 9'
Weiser, Idaho 83672

n

" R. Brad I$fasingill
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

1

DAVID D. SMITH,
Plaintiff/Appellant,

)
)
)

Supreme Court Case No. 35851-2008

)

Civil No. CV 2008-01316

1

-vs-

)
WASHINGTON COUNTY IDAHO and its
Commissioners, Rick Michael, Roy Mink, and
Mike Hopkins, all acting in their capacity as
Commissioners of Washington County, Idaho,
DefendantslRespondents.

1
)
)
)
)

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO
THE RECORD AND EXHIBITS

,

1

I, Sharon Widner, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for Washington County, do hereby certify that the foregoing Clerk's
Record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction and
contains true and correct copies of the pleadings, documents and papers designated to be
included under Rule 28, I.A.R. of the Idaho Appellate Rules, the Notice of Appeal, and the
Amended Notice of Appeal.
I certify that there were no exhibits marked for identification or admitted into
evidence during the course of this action
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal
t h i s 3"rR day of 8 , ~ ' t \

(seal )

,2009.

\

Clerk of the District Court
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO
THE RECORD AND EXHIBITS

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON
-

-

)

DAVID D. SMITH,

1

) SUPREME COURT NO. 35851-2008

1

PlaintiU/AppeIlant,

)

1

-VS-

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
TO COUNSEL

)
WASHINGTON COUNTY IDAHO and its
1
Commissioners, Rick Michael, Roy Mink and
)
Mike Hopkins, all acting in their capacity as
)
Commissioners of Washington County, Idaho, )

DefendantlRespondents.

1
1

I, SHARON WIDNER, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Washington, do hereby certify that i have personally served or
mailed, by United States Mail, a copy of the CLERK'S RECORD and the REPORTER'S
TRANSCRIPT to each of the attorneys of record in this cause as follows:
Delton L. Walker
WASHINGTON CO. PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
232 E. Main Street
P.O. Box 828
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Attorney for Respondents

R. Brad Masingill
Attorney at. Law
27 West Commercial Street
P. 0 . Box 467
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Attorney for Appellant,

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of
said Court thi

&y of

,2009.
SHARON WIDNER
Clerk of the District Court
By:

cc: Mr. Stephen W. Kenyon
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
TO COUNSEL

1

